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IBulletin Board I
Calendar 01 Events
13-Special general faculty meeting, 4 p.m.,
Mechanical Engineering Auditorium
IS-Spring recess ends, 7:30 a.m.
19-Concert, Duke Ellington and orchestra, S p.m.,
Multi-Purpose Building
21-Mid-semester grade reports sent to students
23-Missouri High School Achievement Bowl, S a .m.,
University Center
24-lnternational Banquet, 6:30 p.m ., Christ Church
Episcopal

S.U.B. Movie-IOO Rifles
Don't miss this week's SUB
movie, 100 Rifles , which stars
Raquel Welch , Burt Reynolds ,
James Brown and Fernando
Lamas.
The basic plot is that an
American deputy (Brown)
tracks
a
bank
robber
(Reynolds ) into Mexico, but
then becomes involved in a local
ba ttle between the Yaqui
Indians (led by Raquel Welch )

EXECUTIVE
ACTION

a nd the military fovernor.
Brown then converts Yaqui
cause, falling in love. with
Raquel Welch in the meantime.
After a while , all are involved in
a gun battle and Raquel Welch
gets shot.
Be sure and see this fin e
motion picture Sunday, March
17th, in Centennial Hall. Show
times are at 4:00 and 6:30 p.m .
The length is 100 minutes.

Tonight at the National Guard
Armory at 7:00 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Theta Tau is sponsoring
" Casino Night" . For $2.00 you
will receive an equivalent in
"play money". This money can
be used for various games of
chance , refreshemnts, and
prizes. There will also be two
floor shows at 8 and 11 p.m.

The MissQ"ri Miner
Tbe.MISSOURI MINER Is the official publication of the students of
thi! University of Rolla . it Is pub!ish~d at Rolla, ""Issouri, every
week d:Uring ,the school yetr. Entered as seclfnd class ",aller.
February 8, 1945, al tbe Post Office at Rolla, Mo., under the Act of
Marcil 3, 1879. the. subscriptions are $1 .50 per semester. This
MISSOUR I MINER features activities of the students and faeulty of
UMR .
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EditO(
Marvin Borgmeyer (364-9980)
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The games will consist of four
Black Jack tables, three Crap
tables , 1 Roulette table, and
other games. The Lambda Chi
Alpha wheel of fortune will be
there puls the Rat game, 30 to 1
wheel , over 7 under 7, and
Hoopla Stein.
There will be plenty of prizes
available; T-Shirts, Steins,

HAPPY ST. PAT'S

Blankets and stuffed animals.
The local distributors of Bud,
Schiltz, and Stag all donated
prizes for this event. By going to
any redemption center you may
buy these gifts with your " play
money" . If you win big at the
games, the more prizes you can
buy.
Refreshments will include
Pizzas by Tim 's and Holsum
bakery. Hot dogs, soda, and
chips will also be served.
Proceeds go for a Dialysis
machine for the Terry Harbough Memorial Fund.
Come and have a good time.
Start St. Pats out right.
See Ya There.
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Toots Schuman-A Legend Of St. Pat's
The year is 1907, the place is the
corner of 8th and Pine Streets in Rolla,
Mo. A young boy is loafing around his
fathers store when he notices a crowd
collecting across the street (about
where Scott's is now). The boy wanders
over for a closer look and hears of a new
celebration being staged at Missouri
University
at
Columbia.
The
celebration is put on by the engineers
from Mizzou once a year. The crowd
wants to know more about this
celebration, so they quickly gather up
$16.06 to send a representative to watch
the festivities in honor of St. Pat and
report on how it is held.
The boy is Edwin K. (Toots)
Schuman, and he has just seen the
conception of the St. Pat's celebration
which is now as much a part of UMR as
the slide rule , ah, the HP.
After the report by the lone
representative, plans were laid for a
parade the following year. This was to
be Rolla 's first St. Pat's parade. It
wasn't much to brag about , but it set
the pace for future parades. In it, St.
Pat marched from 11th Street down the
main street to the campus. He was
accompanied by a drum , a few horns
and his pages. One of the five parade
walkers was a very witty fellow of large
dimensions (6'2"; 250 lbs. ). The crowd
liked him so much that they couldn't
wait until the next year when he could
be Sl. Pat. (Maybe it was this man who
became the stereotype for our St. Pat
reps!) From here the St. Pat festivities
began to snowball as they received
wider and wider recognition . Many
people are responsible for the
tremendous success of St. Pat's , but
none so much as the man who has
grown up with the celebration, "Toots"
Schuman.
" Toots " is what you would have to
call a native of Rolla. Born just a block
from the present city library, he has
spent most of his 78 years in Rolla itself.
Toots first attended the Rolla School of
Mines and Metallurgy in 1912 when the
school was still in its infancy . He attended for one year then decided to go
into law school at Missouri University.
Mr . Schuman spent seven years
studying law, which was broken up
temporarily by his enlistment in the
Army during World War I. Although he
graduated near the top of his class,

Toots never really enjoyed the drama
of law. He decided to go back to the
School of Mines and get a degree in
Civil Engineering. It was during this
period that Toots became most active
in St. Pat's. It was 1919 when he was
finally named St. Pat. Toots went on to
teach math at the University and
wound up as a physical chemist for the
Bureau of Mines. An interesting point is
that in his work for the Bureau , Mr.
Schuman invented a plant fertilizer
that is still being widely used today. Its
name, of course, was' tootsizer, from
Toots ' fertilizer.
Mr. Schuman has a very vivid
recollection of the St. Pat tradition
from its birth right up until today . The
spring recess that we now enjoy was
initiated because of the omnivorous
enthusiasm displayed at the second St.
Pat celebration. That Friday the
perfect cut was executed by the student
body . Everyone skipped out and appeared at the Frisco station where they
were supplied with green sashes and
shillelaghs to clear snakes from the
path of St. Pat. The parade began with
the arrival of St. Pat by rail , and ended
at Norwood Hall , the traditional
celebration hall until a few years ago.
From the onset, St. Pat was entirely a
Junior class function. Juniors raised
the money, planned the activities, and
elected st. Pat from among themselves . The celebration was staged in
honor of the Seniors. The Juniors used
to raise money by sponsoring a carnival
held on the quadrangle. Booths were set
up on the quad and patronized by the
student body. The Junior class closely
hoarded the tradition of " Their" St. Pat MSM's first St. Pat's-1908 George
until after World War II (inCidently, the his le ft and Howard Jones on his
last few years of the war were the only
years that St. Pat's was not celebrated
in its nearly unbroken chain ). At this generally felt across campus that the
time funds were not as easily available Juniors as Freshmen, had not killed
as in previous years, and a push toward enough snakes; b ) there was an
a " board" was felt necessary to raise irrepressable desire for a beard contest
the money. The inevitable switch from and the Juniors would p't consider it.
Junior dominance to the St. Pat 's Board As it turned out, it took another
was a direct result of pressures from eighteen years before the campus
the student body. A poll was held and a realized an official beard contest
vote of three to one was cast in favor of because fifty per cent of the board
tlie Board,.<probably because three out consisted of Juniors and the other fifty
of four students were not Juniors). per cent were ex-Juniors.
Other than the monetary problems,
St. Pat's Queens of Love and Beauty
dissatisfaction with the Juniors caught on big from the start and were
stemmed from two things: a) ' it was also very instrumental in the rapid
success of the holiday. The first queen
to take the throne did so in 1915. Her
name was Helen Baysinger and she
paved the way for the daughters of
governors or mayors, such as was Edna
Kiel , daughter of the governor for
whom Kiel Auditorium is named. The
queens have since changed to less
prominent girls, but the dignitaries
continue to find their way to the UMR
campus on St. Pat's day.
And then there is the knighting
ceremony . Controversial by nature, an
honor by design, it continues to draw
only the best of the campus into its
brotherhood. In the ear ly years,
professors along with the entire Senior
class , wer e honored by knighting. The
green goo , an essential part of the
ceremony, began as the liquid which
was cradled in the Blarney Stone . At
first, knights were only perm itted to
dunk their heads into the precious
liquid . But as the sensation grew and
grew, their desire for total fulfillment
could no longer be contained and finally
the climax: in 1965 the men to be
knighted dove headlong into the green
goo. The pages had to pull the men from
their predicament and rinse each one,
for it is said that if the Blarney Stone
liquid passes through the skin and into
the bloodstream it is carried to the
bra in where it can cause a man to go
Toots Schuman joining the men in green in the selling of the
insane.
green St. Pat's paraphernalia in the new University Center.
The fam ed Blarney Stone serves

Menefee as St. Pat with Bob Allen on
right.
other functions other than as a supplier
of the precious liquid. For indeed , much
of St. Pat's centers around this rock of
ages. Rolla 's first Blarney Stone was
"rediscovered " each year by a crew of
"surveyors" using transits fashioned
from beer bottles and three broom
handles . The survey site was always
the plot of ground now occupied by the
-Old Student Union. When the surveyors
found the right spot, a digging crew
quickly moved in to excavate the
sacred stone and parade with it to the
area of the ceremony. However , this
stone was eventually lost (possibly by
an inept surveyor) and replaced by a
more genuine specimen. Our present
Blarney Stone came here directly from
Ireland especially for the St. Pat's
celebration .
Another stalwart of St. Pat's is the
omnipresent shillelagh. An unwary
freshman who neglects to carry his
stick during st. Pat's week may end up
in the bastion of discipline:' Frisco
Pond. Incidently, ponding in Frisco is a
UMR tradition possibly older than the
St. Pat's celebration itself. Shillelaghs
did not originate as uprooted tr ees,
however . Strange as it may seem, the
long , narrowed, hooked staff that you
see in St. Pat's hand is the original
shillelagh. Despite its sheep tending
potential , the long, narrow , hooked
staft proved inefficient as a weapon
lethal to snakes. Therefore slight
modifications were enacted and the
snake killer model was born. Cudgels
are a result of gross modifications to
the original shillelagh and make their
a ppearance just a few years ago.
Without a doubt, the St. Pat's
celebration in Rolla are as unyielding to
time as tradition can be. And in the
words of Toots Schuman , the man who
has seen it all ; "When so many
promient men and women can come to
Rolla each year and consider it as an
honor to be knighted , then that says
something for Rolla."
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Knives on the wheels of chariots may come back again if this continues.

Some people feel the need
to show their allegiance
in a unique manner.

Streak We'e k On Campus
Ben-Her never looked better.

We Got A Special On
9"x 11" Sheet
Sandpaper
For Your
._- _ .
Shillelagh

7'

The big s tor~ of last week, as won acclaim for himself by
you proba bly can guess , was climbing to the top of the library
streaking on the UMR ca mpus flagpol e and placing his hat
and across the nation (whew! there. Another chariot streak
that is a long streak ). UMC now happened Thursdaynight with a
claims the record for a mass black -haired beauty riding the
streak . Over 600 people were rig . Knives may again have to
counted running between the be added to chariot wheels it
columns on the Mizzou campus. girls continue to participate.
UMR has done quite well for Friday night saw the biggest
such a small campus and can townspeople turnout yet.
without a doubt be counted first Couples in dinner clothes and
in the MlAA.
high school students turned out
Sporadic streaking started to join in the fun.
Sunday night, March 4. Things
Three students who were
really got rolling Tuesday night caught Tuesday night are still
with over 80 streakers (one
group of 29 from a fraternity )
a nd estimated 400 people .
Wedn esda y a t 11:25 a. m .
marked a big moment for UMR
strea king
wh en
"Easy
Streaker " came bouncing and
bobbing across the quad. It had
. been announced throughout the
morning that he would streak.
At the end of 10:30 classes the
qu ad bec am e flood ed by
onlookers. When he arrived
both professors and students
sent up a loud cheer . Wed,
nesday night has been the big
streaking night to date with a
carnival type a tmospher e
pervading the crowd of 1500
people, including Miners and
townspeople of all ages. One
local fraternity claimed the
novelty of the night. They had
two torchbe arers and two
fl agbearers leading the way for
four chariot pullers and a coed
ri di ng the chariot, a ll wearing
nothing but smiles . That same
11 th and Bishop
night one enterprising student

awa iting disciplinary action at
the hands of Sam Burton , Head
of Student Personnel. This was
really a case of getting "caught
with your pants down ." It
seems that they were caught in
the get'away car and could run
no further . See the next issue of
the Miner for more news on
these three.
Will streaking continue or
fade away like all other fads ? At
the writing of this article ,
Monday night , there is no one on
campus . Only time will tell.

MINERS
We Want
To
S'ervice

You

At Phillips 66
irs performance that counts
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WAYFARER RESTAURANT
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon Palmer, Ma nagers
Highway 66 West & 1·44 Inter.
Rolla, Mo . 65401

* HOMEMADE PIES

Rolla Abstract

& Title Co.
Leo A . Bruer, Mgr.
21 3 W. 8th St.
.j364-2488
Rolla, Mo.
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364·1851

Happy
St. Pat's
from

campus
book
store
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Haven 'f fhey ever seen a Honda 350 before?

Doc Murphy On Streakers
For a conservative campus
such as this, streaking has
really taken a firm and fast hold
on the students, Much has been
said and written about the
streakers' disposition. In an
effort to get a better understanding of the new cult
which has sprung up across the
nation's campuses, this writer
interviewed Dr. William
Murphy, a well-known and
respected psychologist on the
UMR campus.

sink a basketball but you can
run naked through the crowd
with everyone cheering you
on." Murphy also cites the fact
that this is the first time in
years that the strife and tensions of war haven't been with
us. Tensions are still here but
they are not as strong and are
not expressed as violently.
Instead of open rebellions we
now have a more civil, sociable
reaction. One of these is
streaking. There is still the
"slap in the face of the
Murphy credits the fast rise establishment now with that
and popularity of streaking to a particularly distasteful
multitude of reasons
ingredient - nUdity. "Evidence
springtime,
thrill-seeking, of its less serious nature is the
status, . rebell\on and a release levity of the streakings." It's
of tensions. He says that with just a case of a large group of
the warm weather everyone people getting together to have
sheds the restraints of win- more harmless fun, happiness
tertime for something different. and merriment than they've
One of the big reasons is thrill- known in a long time.
seeking. "The student leads a
When asked about the position
dull, hum-drum life. A chance of the authorities on the subject,
like this enables one to escape he replied that he thought that
from the ordinary (test-to-test) most were handling the subject
existence and add a bit of ex- in the best manner possibe. If
citement. It also carried a everyone keeps "hands off", the
particular status with it. Maybe fad will fade away without any
you can't catch a football or harmful repercussions or

Horny Miners?

problems just as all fads must
die out. Dr. Murphy raised
doubts as to the illegality of the
subject in question . He feels
that the laws were not intended
for a subject such as streaking
but for lewdness in public and
exhibitionis~ Can the human
body be said to be indecent or
obscene? "The streaker is
revealing himself but his
motive is dramatically different
from the raincoat type
exhibitionism. The ordinary
exhibitionist performs the act in
order to get a sexual charge and
shock the viewer. By no stretch
of imagina tion does the
streaker
fall
into
this
category," says he. The
psychologist sees no evidence of
bad
mental
healthor
psychological disorder n the
streakers. "If a streaker were
to lug a corpse 'across campus,
that would be sign of something
wrong; but no, not streaking."
It's just a bad case of spring
fever - everyone out to have a
good time. People would not
have come if they were offended
by the streakers and their new
spring ritual.

Will the meaning 01 Big Man
on Campus change now?

Photos and arlicles by the Miner stall.
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Take Part
In The SUB
The Student Union Board,
sponsors numerous events
geared toward you, the student
(we hope ). To do this three
dollars is taken from your
Student Union fee every
~emester. When you consider
the number of free programs
offered, that is a fairly good
deal. However, at some times
we really don't know what the
response is to a particular
event, unless you, the students,
let us know. We want to know.
W.e are always open to
suggestions, criticisms, or even

encouragement. All you need do
is, bring your suggestion or
whatever to the Student
Activities Complex on the
second floor of the New
University Center and deposit
in the box labeled suggestions.
The box will be located next to
the door on the left.
Remember! It IS your
money . In order to spend it
wisely we need to hear from
YOU.
Hoping to serve you better,
SUB

Duke Ellington and his Orchestra will finally appear in the Multi-Purpose
Building Tuesday, March 19, after they were forced to cancel in February due to
illness.

The Duke Performs
Duke Ellington and his orchestra are coming to Rolla
Tuesday, March 19. They will
present a jazz concert for
Uni versi ty of Missouri-Rolla
students and the general public
at the Multi-Purpose Building at
8 p.m.

This concert is sponsored by
UMR's Student Union Board.
Tickets will be on sale at the
University Center, 12th and
Rolla St., from March 11
through 13 and March 18 and 19
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m .
Mail orders will be accepted if
a self-addressed, stamped
The Ellington concert was envelope is inel uded and the
originally
scheduled
in order received no later than
February, but was postponed to Thursday, March 14. You can
March 19 because of the Duke's
hospitalization.
The two-hour program will
feature Ellington at the piano
and his 13-member jazz orchestra. "Take the A Train",
the group's theme song, will be
a prelude to numerous Ellington
standards running the gamut
from the 1930 "Mood Indigo"
through 'more recent works
such as "The New Orleans
Suite" or "Far East Suite".
Recognized as a distinguished
informal ambassador for this
country , the Duke has conducted successful concert tOllrs
for the State Department
in the Soviet Union, Near,
Middle and Far East, South
America, Japan ; Australia,
Africa, and New Zealand. Yale
University presented him an
honorary Doctor of Music
degree in 1967 and established a
Duke Ellington Fellowship
Program to encourage the
study of Afro-American music
in 1972.

write or call Berna D. Harvey,
program director , University
Center, UMR, Rolla, Mo., 65401,
telephone 341-4220.
Tickets will also be on sale at
the door Tuesday, March 19, if
not sold out. There are no
reserved seats. The cost is $3.00
each to the general public and
$1.50 each for UMR students
Oimit two per 1. D. card) .
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Were Here
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Honorary Knights for 1974
A total of six distinguished
Missouri citizens will be named
Iionorary Knights of St. Patrick
in ceremonies Friday, March
15, at8:30p.m. in the University
of Missouri-Rolla's MultiPurpose Building.
Those who will kiss the
blarney stone and be dubbed
honorary knights this year are
Theodore D. McNeal, Robert G.
Brady, James McGrath, Victor
Lomax, Thomas O'Keefe and
Dudley Thomspon.
Theodore D. McNeal, 4400
Lindell Blvd., St. Louis , is
currently president of the St.
Louis Police Commission . A
retired international vice
president of the Brotherhood of
Sleeping Car Porters, McNeal
also served as a state senator
from 1960 to 1970. (In January ,
1971, he became a member of
the Board of Curators of the
University of Missouri and
served in that capacity through
March, 1973.
Robert G. Brady, 444 East
Argonne, St. Louis, is a member
of the law firm of Bryan, Cave,
McPheeters and McRoberts.
Also a former member of the
University Board of Curators,
Brady served in that capacity
from January , 1967, through
February, 1973. An alumnus of
the Univers ity of MissouriColumbia , Brady practiced law
in Cape Girardeau and
represented that county in the
General Assembly. He was
elected Judge of the Cape
Girardeau Court of Common
Pleas in 1956 at the age of 33.
Three years later he was appointed to the St. Louis Court of
Appeals as Commissioner and
was appointed judge in 1969
under the Missouri Nonpartisan
Court Plan.
James . McGrath,
12425
Balwyck Lane, St. Louis, is vice
president-business
development for Fruin-Colnon, St.
Louis. An alumnus of UMR,
McGrath received his B. S.
degree in civil engineering in
1949 and joined Fruin-Colnon as
a cost and field engineer. He has
held positions of increasing

responsibility until he was
named to his present position in
1968. He is a director at large of
the
MSM-UMR
Alumni
Association.

on the facuity of Virginia
Polytechnic Institute where he
also received B. S., M. S. and
Ph. D. degrees in chemical
engineering.

Victor Lomax , College Hills,
Rolla , is a native of Washington ,
D. C. He attended Tech High
School in IndianapoliS a nd
started his undergraduate work
at Butler University and Northwestern
University .
He
received his B. A. degree in
history from UMR in July, 1973.
After a career in advertising
and sales in Chicago and New
York , Lomax purchased a
Pecan Joe , Inc ., franchise and
operated a candy and novelty
store 15 miles west of Rolla.
When the Interstate left his
business high and dry, he
purchased Kenmark Sporting
Goods in Rolla in 1968. Lomax is
a member of the Rolla Rotary
Club and an honorary member
of both the St. Pat's Board and
UMR "M" Club.

In addition to participating in
the knighting ceremonies, the
Honorary Knights will appear
in the st. Pat's Parade Saturday
morning , March 16. St. Pat's
festivities
include
the
traditional
games ,
the
knighting
ceremonies,
coronation ceremonies for the
Queen of Love and Beauty, the
Coronation Dance, a spectacular parade and a special
concert.

Thomas J. O'Keefe, 5
Crestview, Rolla, is professor of
metallurgical engineering at
UMR and a senior investigator
in UMR's Graduate Center for
Mater ials Research. A native of
St. Louis, Dr. O'Keefe began his
undergraduate career at the U.
S. Naval Academy in Annapolis,
Md.
He
enrolled
in
metallurgical engineering on
this campus and received his B.
S. degree in 1958. He received
the Ph. D. degree in
metallurgical engineering from
UMR in 1965. O'Keefe became a
member of the UMR faculty in
1964 and is active in work with
students social and profeSSional
organizations. He was named
adviser of the year in 1973.
Dr. Dudley Thompson , 5
McFarland Dr., Rolla, is acting
chancellor of the University of
Missouri-Rolla. Dr. Thompson,
who has been dean of faculties
at UMR since 1964, came to the
Rolla campus in 1956 as
chairman of the department of
chesmistry and chemical
engineering. He was formerly

St. Pat and his court were chosen from among the members of the Sf. Pat's Board
Thursday, March 7, at the University of Missouri-Rolla. These are the students
who will preside at the many events scheduled for the celebration of St. Pat's
Day, March ISand 16. They are, leftto right, back row: Guard, Jim Brendel, senior
in civil engineering; Guard, Mark Boecker, senior in computer science;
MasterGuard, William J . Zaner, senior in civil engineering; St. Pat Roger Van
Deven, senior in psychology; Master Guard, Dave Rinas, senior .in civil
engineering; Guard, Gerald L. Meyr, junior in engineering management; and
Ken Cropp, senior in civil engineering . Kneeling, left to right are: Herald, John D.
Cummings Jr., senior in metallurgical engineering; Page, Mike Jerome, junior in
civil engineering; Page, Steve Brown, senior in chemical engineering, and
Trumpeter, William P . Yamnitz, junior in civil engineering.

~----------------------,

i

i

GRELLNER
!I SALES & SERVICE II
II
INC.
I.I
I
Robert H. Edwards, Mgr.
I
265·8829
RR 4, Box 153 I
I Ph. St.
I
Rolla, Mo. 65401
I
James

I
I
I

I

Freshmen were responsible for carrying shillelaghs
this week to prepare for the coming of St. Pat. Those
who did not, they received one free ponding .
Photo by Stevenson

I
I
I

I
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Blue Key
Miner of the Month

D'ARCYHOLT

TOM MIESNER

Another activity of the week
was a showing of submitted
paintings and sculptures turned
in by UMR students and high
school students from the
surrounding areas. These works
were on display during the
week, judged , and awards
presented at a banquet at the
end of the week. The entire
week, and especially this latter
activity, helped to improve
During the week of February University-Community rela18-23 D' Arcy, of the Special tions .
Events Committee, and Tom, of
Blue Key would like to
the Fine Arts Committtee, congratulate d'Arcy Holt and
teamed up to p-rovide the Tom Miesner.
students of UMR and the
citizens of the Rolla community
with some fine art activities
tha t have never been held here
before. Included in the many
events were: a lecture on
electronic sythesizers, a choral
group, the UMR choir , a
bluegrass concert and Dan
Tyler Moore speaking on spy
warfare.
The Blue Key National Honor
Fraternitv is proud to announce
that D'Arcy Holt and Tom
Miesner have been selected as
the Miners of the Month for
February. These two individuals were nominated by
the Student Union Board in
recognition of their contributions to the recent Festival
of the Arts.

JCPenney
"The Friendly Place"

"Streak" Tennis
Shoes On Sale

25%
Reg.

off
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Remodeling
University of Missouri Board
Curators
approved
of
preliminary plans for the
complete remodeling of Fulton
Hall at its meeting Friday,
March I, in Columbia.
The building, which faces the
main quadrangle , houses the
ceramic engineering and
metallurgical
engineering
departments of the School of
Mines and Metallurgy. After
renovation is completed, the
building will continue to be used
by the School of Mines and
Metallurgy , although some
adjustments may be made in
the exact programs to be
located there.
While a second floor over the
north rear wing of the building
will be added, only minimal
additional space will be gained.
The ' primary purpose of the
project is to renovate the
present structure.
indude
Work
will
replacement of wooden floors ,
,oofs and doors with modern
and fireproof materials; installation of a new elevator
from the ground to second
floors; installation of acoustical
ceiling and new seating in a
large lecture-classroom;
modernizing of heating, air
conditioning and electrical
systems, and installation of

of Fulton Hall

some additional laboratory
facilities.
Containing classrooms,
laboratories and offices, Fulton
Hall was built in several stages.
The original building was
constructed in 1923 as the
Mississippi Valley Mining
Experiment Station. This was
followed soon after by an ad-

jacent structure. About 1950 an
addition was made to the latter
building and the two structures
were connected.
The current renovation
project will cost an estimated
$950,000 and will be financed
entirely
by
state
appropriations.

AXE Faculty Relay
The American Institute of
Chemical Engineers holds an
annual Faculty Four-Mile
Relay Championship . Each
participating school chooses its
top four long distance runners
and has each of them run one
mile against the clock. The four
times are added up and sent in
to the national headquarters.
This year the University of
Missouri-Rolla's
chemical
engineering department placed
third in the nation. This was the
first year the hard-working
UMR faculty group could find
time to compete. University of
Missouri-Columbia was first in
the A.I.Ch.E. record time of
22: 16.1; University of Wisconsin
came next with 22:04.0; UMR's
third place time was 24:23.3.

The competing faculty from
the chemical engineering
department were: Dr. Bruce
(Crazylegs) Poling, Dr. Ken
(Mustache) Mayhan, Dr. David
(He-Man) Manley, and Dr. Jack
(Rabbit ) Zakin. All four
professors work out regularly,
by running back and forth to
classes. Although their individual times were not
available, they are reported
that they would have done
better had it not'been for heavy
head-winds, injuries, illnesses,
and various other excuses.
They plan to compete again
next year, and hope to shave
one minute off their time.
(editor's suggestion: get a
slower stop-watch?)

T!ht£/
look
out
for the
bull!

Now

Mens
W omens
Childrens

JCPenney
We know what you're looking for.

Pop open 0 cold can
first chance you get.
Take a taste of the bold one ,

Nobody makes malt liquor like Schlitz. Nobody.
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Bicycle Safety

Tau Beta Pi Banquet
Tau Beta Pi, the national Pi electee or by calling Dr. Ron
engineering honor society, will Fannin at 341-4511.
have its semester intitiation
banquet· on Saturday, March
The banquet's primary
23rd. The banquet will begin at
7:00 p.m . and will be held at the purpose is to recognize the
Manor Inn. A big attraction at newly elected members of Tau
this bal1quet is the guest Beta Pi, which includes unspeaker, Lieutenant Governor dergraduates, graduate
and
eminent
William C. Phelps. Tickets are students
only $4.50 per person, and can engineers. The university
be obtained from any Tau Beta community has given great

support to Tau Beta Pi this past
year, and it is hoped that this is
shown in the final activity of the
year. Many of the faculty are
members of Tau Beta Pi. All of
them are invited to the banquet,
along with their families. And
having such a notorious speaker
as Lt. Gov. Phelps should only
add to the interest in such an
event.

A great number of bicycles
will soon be appearing in the
traffic scene. Adults as well as
children will be riding bicycles
for pleasure and physical fitness when the weather gets
warmer. With this in mind,
Colonel Sam S. Smith, the
Superintendent of the Missouri
State' Highway Patrol, today
reminded bicyclists of some of
the rules for safe cycling.
"Perhaps one of the most
important safety rules for bike
riders is tha t they should observe all traffic laws, signs and
signals just as drivers of
automobiles are required to
do, " Smith stated. "This refers
not.only to red and green sir .al
lights, but also to one-way
streets and stop signs.
"Another good rule for safe
bicycle riding is that of keeping
bicycles in good mechanical
condition," the Colonel continued. "Replace worn handle
grips. Adjust and tighten the
handle bars, replace worn tires
and broken spokes. Lubricate
and adjust wheel bearings and
coaster brakes.
Colonel Smith also noted the
following safe bicycle riding
rules: Ride close to the right
side of the road, in single file ,
and pass cars with care; sit on
the bicycle seat when riding,
and never carry extra
p~ssengers; never hitch rides

on other vehicles; if you must
ride at night, be sure your bike
has adequate reflective marks
and lights .
"Bicycling is fun but it can be
dangerous ," Smith concluded.
"r urge all bicyclists, adults and
youngsters , to observe all the
rules for safe cycling during the
coming warm months ahead."

Grimm Honored
Professor C. James Grimm of
the University of Missouri-Rolla
department of electrical
engineering will be honored at a
retirement luncheon in Centennial Hall at 12:30 p .m.
Saturday, March 16.
Professor Grimm, a 1930
UMR graduate who joined the
faculty in 1948, will retire at the
end of this academic year.
Dorsey Hurst of St. Louis,
retired Southwestern Bell Co.
personnel official, will be the
main speaker at the luncheon,
McPherson
Jr. ,
George
professor
of
electrical
engineering will be master of
cermonies.
In honor of Professor Grimm,
a scholarship-loan fund has
been established in his name.
Contributions should be sent to
Dr. Daniel K . Goodman,
assistant professor of electrical
engineering. Reservations for
the luncheon should be made
with Dr. Goodman (Phone 3414510) by March 14.

Electronic Calculators
CANON
'L::-.:..l

Printers
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Paul
Andrew

Large

Stock
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Wine"Er
Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college menmaybe 3 out of 1~O-who wi ll make good Marine officers. If you ' re one of
them , we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quantico, Virginia.
Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground , air and law
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money is all you're looking for. don 't waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it,
show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for one hell of a man.

.-------------111
The l1arines lIP
1
•

I.

1
I
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Please send me
Marine Corps Pl atoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

Box 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038
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Address
City
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1

1
•

State

Zip _ _ _ __
Class of___

1
1
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•

Phone
.
. Social Security :Ii
If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class [j .

and
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Char Eve
For Reservations
, 364-8720
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Our Man Hoppe
And, 10, it came to pass that
an evil drought did strike the
land. And as the desert sun doth
suck up a shallow pool, it dried
and withered and sustenance of
the beasts of the field and the
people did treasure the mQst,
their auto-mo-biles.
For in those days , a man's
wealth was measured by the
size and numbers of his automo-biles ; and he did cherish
them above all other things
upon the face of the earth. And ,
for want of sustenance, the
auto-mo-biles did sputter and
die.
And the people in their suffering did raise up their voices
to the heavens. Some cursed
those who produced the
sustenance ; some cursed those
who sold it; and some cursed
their rulers.
they
went
unto
And
soothsayers. Said one : The
sustenance shall soon return.
Said another : Thou shall not see
sufficient sustenance again
within all the days of your lives.
And some of the people raised
red or yellow or green banners
to ward off evil spirits; and all

hunted and fought through the
hours of the days for the few
precious drops that remained.
And in their suffering, they
did raise up one of their number
called Simon; and they did
make of him their Czar.
And Simon did come down
from the summit of Capitol Hill
a nd spake unto the people,
saying: Keep unto thee this
covenant and there shall be
sustenance for all; and they
flocks of auto-mo-biles shall
increase unto the days of they
children's children. And he
commanded them , saying:
Thou shalt have no other
Czars before me.
Thou shalt not take the name
of thy Czar in vain should the
pump do dryas thou pullest up.
Thou slhalt observe the
alternate days of the month, odd
for odd, even for even; but for
the thirty-first day, which shall
be known as a free-for-all.
Remember the sabbath and
keep your tanks full.
Honor thy fa ther and they
mother and do not borrow the
family car.

m::e::no

Student Council Terminates Jackets

Thou shalt not kill, even the
man who bargeth (cq) ahead of
thee in line.
Thou shalt not commit speeds
in excess of fity-five.
Thou shalt not siphon.
Thou shalt not alter they gas
gauge to bear false witness.
Thou shalt not covet they
neighbor's economy car, nor his
Jeep can, nor his license plate,
nor any means of sustenance
that is thy neighbor's.

The student council has taken
one step toward ending the idea
of the big man on campus by
non longer providing the old
leather student council jackets
to new reps. They are stepping
down to windbreakers and plan
to eventually look just like
ordinary students. It is a highly
commendable action to get rid
of these status symbols in a
move to economize. Many of the
trappings associated with the
"BMOC" are actually a hindrance in that they cause some
resentment and are an added
expense. Most of the campus

What DI"d YoU Do
In School , Daddy'•

And all the people answered
with one voice, and said, All the
words which the Czar hath. said
will we do. And there was
rejoicing in the land.
But, 10, it came to pass that all The innovatime eye of the
the banners and covenants and Humanities Department is
commandments could not bring forever on the lookout for new
to
enrich
the
forth sustenance whereof there courses
'was no sustenance. And the curriculums of UMR students.
Jauto-~o-.bIies d.ld yet sputter The big push for new and
land die ill the fields
And th
I di'
.
unusual courses to add to the
the' C e peop ~ d turn ~.om otherwise blase offerings of the
Ir
zar an curse. 1m, department was initiated this
t
·th E gJ' h 99
saymg, What good are hiS Ten
Commandments?
se~es er WI
n IS
,
And a wise man did rise from SCience FICtIOn.
among tI1em; and he spake, The phenomenal success of
saying: Well, they worked as English 99 caused the department chiefs to look even father
good as the first Ten.
for an English course best
suited to the average college
_student. The course finally .
decided upon , which will be
offered on a first come-first
served basis this . fall, is
designed around the students
basic interest and drive---SEX.
The name of the course will be
'1. CCJW.l)," I English 69, or course.

flee'" A f'1~T~ .

organizations are still running
on the basis of a 6,000 student
campus, .and the streamlining
of many of these structures will
be helpful to the future of these
organizations.
Jackets and most of the other
paraphanalia of prestige aren't
really an aid but a carryover
from high school letter jackets.
It is humbly suggested that
some form of swaggering
clothes be invented for those
organizations which feel the
need for prestige in a less costly
manner. Hurrah for the Student
Council! !

The English prof's believe,
and rightly so, that the average
literary quotient of students on
our campus is zero, and have
become obsessed with increasing
the
students '
awareness of the great classics ;
however, as they have learned,
you can lead a house to water

but you can't make him drinkmeaning that you can get a
Miner to sign up for an English
course, but you can't get him
out of the rack to show up for
class. Therefore, the only
ave~ue they decided feasible is
to add coloring to the water by
offering a selection of
specialized ' masterpieces from
contemporary writers.
A few of the arousing novels
to be studied during the
semester are: Inside Linda
Lovelace, by Linda Lovelace;
The Happy Hooker, by Xaveria
Hollander; .and The Adventures
of The Mad Streaker, by Y. Not
Flauntit. After reading the
assigned books, a student must
tryout his new skills by writing
a five hundred word research
paper.
The
Humanities
professors are very interested
in the results of the papers and
rumor has it that several
campus police will be on hand to
take down names of any confessed wrongdoers during finals
week.
All in all English 69 should
prove to be a very hair raising
attempt to straighten out an
otherwise soft curriculum.

Coop Buying-A Managerial Problem At UMR
For many years, the advantages of a cooperating
buying plan have been enjoyed
by many eating clubs and
fraternities on several campuses throughout the country.
The prospect of better food at
lower prices, along with other
services
offered
by
a
cooperative eating corporation,
make the plan a very worthwhile investment. Here at the
University of Missouri-Rolla,
The Intrafraternity Council has
been attempting to establish
such a coop on the campus for
fraternities as well as eating
clubs. There have , however,
been problems.
One of the biggest problems in
establishing a coop eating plan
is one of management.
Cooperative Buying is big
business, and managing such a
business would be a full time
job. While &tudents might be
able to handle the management
of such a corporation on their
own, the plan could not effectively operate at potential
capacity. The IPC, in con-

junction with the stewards 01'
interested organizations, has
looked into the possibility of
employing a buyer to handle all
purchasing of foods. This,
however, still does not solve the
problem
of
effective
management. Students would
still have to carryon a great
deal of the business themselves.
This would not allow the full
benefits to be reaped from such
an organization. An effective
coop must be backed by effective
management,
a
management able to devote its
full time and efforts into the
buying and billing of market
foods.
Another problem encountered
by the IFC is a lack of support
for the coop. In order to operate
efficiently a cooperative buying
plan must service approximately 1,000 persons
distributed among some 18
organizations. Cooperative
Buying plans currently in
operation throughout the
country have indicated that this
is the minimum demand

required for effective operation
of such a system. The current
interest in the coop on the Rolla
campus, however, is far below
the operating minimum of a
coop plan.
Cooperative buying would be
great asset to
the
a
organizations on this campus.
Besides the initial benefits of
food cost savings, organizations
would realize benefits in other
areas also. Many cooperative
buying corporations offer menu
planning s'e rvices to help
organizations plan out their
menues more effectively,
economically as well as
nutritionally. The fact that
cooperative buying companies
buy from more than one
distributor guarantees quality
foods at lower prices. And the
weekly buying and billing plan
would make the steward's job
easier and more effective. But
with the current trend in interest in the coop plan on the
Rolla campus, the benefits of
coop buying will never be
realized.

The answer lies in two areas.
First, the contracting of a
professional management
corporation to handle the
operation of the Rolla coop
would make the plan feasible
and workable. Such a corporation would be able to devote
its full efforts to the buying and
billing of foodstuffs for the
member organizations.
Operation of the Rolla coop plan
by a management corporation
would make maximum savings
and benefits of the system
possible. And difficulties with
food distributers could be
handled more effectively by a
large scale corporation. This
plan is currently being studied
by the IFC.
But in order to contract a
professional management
corporation there must be
sufficient
number
of
organizations willing to take
part in the plan. This is the
second criteria. The saving in

cont page 12
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Who's to Blame...
On a calm cool Monday night
seven streakers raced across
the quadrangle with only a
handful of spectators looking
on. The next evening at least 80
streakers entertained a crowd
of about 8)0 in an atmosphere of
harml ess frivolity . Wednesday
eve ning saw at least 250
streakers doing their "think" in
various new and ingenious
ways. The onlookers included
students, professors, many
townspeopl e, som e of their
children, and even Auxiliary
Enterprises was represented.
Who is to blame for this
outrageous display of men and
women in their birthday suits;
which had its last big fling on
Thursday evening? The administration has put the blame

by R. H. Fischer

on the students who performed
in the buff. They now have a
small group of "Judas goats"
who are faced with disciplinary
action for an action seemingly
condoned by or overlooked by
those who were in charge last
week.
It seems natural that some
students, looking at the
situation would assume that
streaking would be a good way
to kick lip some shit and have
some fun . There was no action
being take by the police, and
there were both professors and
townspeople cheering them on.
It seems likely also , that if the
administration had wanted to
stop the midnight classes on the
University quadrangle, it could
have been done easily.

Who would have run on
Monday night if there had been
five University policemen on
the quad, ready for an action
which was well advertised on
campus. Would things have
been difficult if, instead of
hiding in the M.E. Building , the
campus police had awaited
their criminals besi de the
buildi ngs in the quad.
Ah yes ... It seems I have
forgotten one of our little horned
friends . Straighten your halo
KMNR. No , there is no way the
station could be involved .
KMNR was only reporting the
news when they mentioned that
there would be a Streakers Club
meeting at 11 :00 P .M. on the
quad. When a radio station
broadcasts a rumor that one of
the fraternities will pull a coed
streaker through the campus on
a chariot, led by two torchpbearers, can it be blamed for
attracting a mass of 1200
people. Hell no! All radio
stations report rumors in detail
and encourage their listeners to
come up and see. It's just like
advertising ... excuse
me ... reporting the news on a carnival.
What will happen to those few
who are trapped in their cars
and forced to carry the burden
of all those who the University
would take no action on. Will
justice be done by the Rolla
administration , or will it pass
on a judgment from up above
because UMR did not handle the
situation the way C. Brice
Ratchford would have handled
it. We can only wait and see.

Decline In Enrollment
Presents New Problems
The continuing decline in
enrollment has increasingly put
strain on various camp us
organizations to keep up
membership
Fraternities,
eating clubs, dormitories and
GDI have all set up membership drives to various
degrees. The school itself has
encouraged science fair,
University day , and campus
visits by high school students .
Brochures picturing Rollas as a
campus with a large coed
population , the wilderness
vacation spot of America, and a
haven for genius have been
mai led to any prospective
student. Since recruiting is such
a many splendored thing,
amb iquities and calamities
occur more and more often and
under much more trying circumstances. No self respecting
GDI or fraternity man can
condone the other when
memberships have to be filled
and it appears that the question
is approaching. either .... or ...
Each organization has its own
list of high school counselers,
alumni , and othr aids to
recruiting . Talks at high
schools, campus tours, and
'Va rious get-togethers are
planned for September on, and
competition is rough to get as
many potential students as
possible. This competition is
often
self-defeating ,
bewildering high school seniors
with these various approaches
along with the University's
activities. Most prospective

students are rushed by at least
10 fraternities, given a tour of
the dorms, and met by members of GDI and the eating
clubs.
The University itself is
running a multifarious ad
campaign , selling the "new"
Rolla
campus
and
the
traditional strong points .
Several new curriculum and
options such as pre-med are
being offered . Brochures picture the increasing coed
population as if the campus
population was well over 50 per
cent female. Rolla is pictured as
a hidden Ozark resort with
canoe trips starting right
behind the reactor. Many of
these advertising points are
good , but the University does
not attempt to give the various
campus organizations an
overall picture of their campaign and very little voice or
active participation.
Most organizations are now in
cuthroat competition to keep up
membership, while the school is
struggling to stay at its mid 1960
levels.
The
stronger
organizations will naturally
survi ve but there should be a
better solution other than this
individual struggle going on
now. The !FC has nominal
control of the fraternity rush
system but ideally there could
be a overall rush organizations.
Brochures, tactics and selling
points could be exchanged and
perhaps even some of the more
hostile competition eliminated.

-SAVE UP TO 50%-

Better than SAE discount

Auto Parts & Acc. Speed Equip.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
513 Hiway 63S

Rolla~Mo.

364-5252

Don't Be Fooled
By An Imposter, Get Your Original
Joe Miner Ring At

Stag
Happy St. Pat's

when yoliwant to chase
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The Psychological Streaker
Or
What was feared would
happen when this craze began
has happened. Viewed as a
degeneration of the morals of
the youth of this country by
some, streaking has come to
Rolla!
Webster's Dictionary has a
number of definitions for
streaking, but two of those
definitions particularly fit the
situation as it exists at Rolla; "1
to become streaked. 2. to go
fast." Now in particular the
latter applies to the streakers
themselves and the speed with
which some of them make their
publi c appearance and th e
former to what the quad of late
has become.
It seems to my eye that there
are two phases to the activities
involved in streaking, the
streakers and the observers. It
seems to me there is some
difference in the two but not
much. Stationing myself on top
of the library doors where a
good view was to be had, I
noticed that all that was
required to draw a reaction
from the crowd was for
someo ne to yell STREAK!
Milling around like so many
sheep, the previously docile
crowd suddenly comes to life.
People seem to appear from
nowhere to line the walks of the
quad . I noticed while strolling
through the crowd, various
activities going on that I will not
go into but, one thing I will say,
it 's more fun to watch the crowd
than the streakers .
On the other side of the board
we have the streakers. These
are intrepid souls willing to
bare all for everyone to see.
Some psychologists somewhere
is going to say that this is giving
perverts a chance to carry out
their perversions . If this is

Where To Now?

perversion more power to the
perverts. These individuals who
streak are really nothing
spectacular , they just aren't as
hung-up about their bodies as
everybody else seemingly is .
There has only been one case of
distasteful streaking in my
opinion and the individual had
he been sober probably would
ha ve been running his ass off
instead of exposing it for so
long. The gentleman in question
was stroling through the crowd
shaking hands and talking while
stark naked.
Going into the history of
streaking here at Rolla one
finds a short but interesting
story . On the night of Monday ,
March the 4th, seven pioneering
young men ran from the
University Center parking lot,
through the passage in front of
the old Student Union, pass
Parker Hall where approximately 50 people were
standing,
to
th e
Civil
Engineering parking lot. This
momentous occasion was announced on the radio as the first
meeting of the UMR Streakers
Club . This was followed by
more streaking the following
night with to my count about 50
to 60 streakers. Wednesday
night things got really wild what
with the first female streakers.
Talking to two of these ladies, I
asked them why they did it and
recei ved the answer, "To be the
first." Spotting two professors
watching the festivities I asked
them what they thought of the
proc ee dings. Neither stated
that the felt the administration
frowned on the streaking. They
both felt that this was better
than having the students
demonstrating. One even expressed the desire to streak.

"But not on the Rolla campus, I
value my job too much." When I
asked if he would streak else
where he said yes. Wednesday
started like the night before
with a few brave soloists and
some groups. This was not to be
lik e Tuesday night though.
Before the night was over the
following had occurred. A mass
strip and streak in front of the
library with a large crowd
watching. A motorcycle borne
s treak . Achariot bearing a
young lady proceeding by
youths bearing torches and the
Rebel flag , and a stroller, not a
streaker. This last gentleman
walked from the puck in front of
the old Student Union to the
ibrary and out of sight. By his
actions, of talking, shaking
hands , and posing for pictures
he showed that the Miners have
what it takes to be streakers.
Kepp up the good work UMR
Streakers.

Coop Buying

Calltion: Smokin5 mar he hazordous to your health.

Continued From Page 10

food costs should be enough in vestigate the benefits of the
itself to generate sufficient coop, the buying plan could get
interest in a coop buying plan , underway in the near future.
even without the extra services
offered by the system. If the
The benefits offered by a
organizations on this campus
would take the time to in- cooperative buying plan are

indeed generous. Sufficient
support by eating clubs and
fraternities in Rolla , and the
contracting of a professional
management corporation to
handle the business of the coop
could bring the plan to life.

Send Your Girl Friends Streaking
on Down to Your Favorite Liquor
Store for a Cold FALSTAFF *
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Distributed by Jim O'Donnell

* (Call First, He'll Meet Her There.)
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HA-NA-NA

J

Sha
Na
Na,-a
splish-splash
celebration of rock and roll launched
from the subways, streetcorners, and
lounges on to the stage of consistent
standing room only popularity. Their
musically theatrical renderings of
tunes from four Kama Sutra albums
have rocked raputurous millions. In
four years ten young multi-talented
professionals, have, through Woodstock, riotously successful European
tours, television coverage from Antwerp to Eye Witness, and a 150 day a
year American touring schedule ,
become the hottest floating rock and
roll road show this side of heaven.
It is hard to say whether Sha Na Na
are most essentially actors who dance,
Sing and play rock and roll, or hitters
who, getting bugged driving up and
down the same old strip, so to speak,
decided they were teD good reasons
why rock and roll wouId never die. As
Captain Outrageous explains, "People
are constantly wondering about us ;
what we really like our audiences to do

is enjoy us , not quite be sure, and not
really care." Whereas Sha Na Na
began as a "fifty minute dash ", now
their stage show blends the unpredictability of ten hand-jiving
greasers with four distinctly theatrical
segments.
Sha Na Na take the eager spectatorparticipant from an a cappella alley
beneath a street lamp to the glare of a
community center record hop, presided
over by Bowser, the Shas' enforcerbaseman, who coor dinates the
audience's clap-{)-meter response to
three randomly selected young and
nubile dance contestants. A tight and
tuff house band consisting of Vinnie
Taylor on lead guitar, Leonard Baker
on sax, Screamin' Scott Simon on the
ivories, Jocko on drums, Chico on bass,
and Don York on tambourine, fiddle the
night away for your dancing pleasure.
The stage is then set for the ecstatic reappearanee of th.e Captain, Vi'ederick
Dennis Greene, and JQhnny "Kid"
Contardo, all shook up and slicked back

in blue lame. Just try cooling down the
fans then, punk; try it, and watch in
awe as thousands of teenagers and their
older brothers and sisters seek their
common "youth heritage", boppin '
together at an endless high school hop.
After Sha Na Na 's distinguished road
manager Don Kingswell has thanked
the rock-hungry public for demanding a
sixth or seventh encore, it becomes
possible to calmly recollect that each
individual Sha has been working for
years to perfect his own particular
attitude and act.
Lenny B., Jocko, and Chico are all
veterans of the Boston pop scene of the
early sixties, working the local music
biz specturm from CYO dances to barbusiness show bands. Lenny and Jocko
were part of the Pilgrims, a mid-sixties
amalgamation of R & B jazz, and blues
dressed up in costumes or' the Commonwealth. Chico, meanwhile, left the
Minute Men and joined the Ramroads
as they came off a national Rolling
Stones tour , one of the first eastern

bands to switch from pseudopsychedelia to sweetheart of the rodeo
country and western weepers. The
newest member of Sha Na Na, Chico
has co-written a number of original
tunes with Jocko (most all de boys
write). Along with Lenny, who blows
blues and jazz for fun , and Vinnie
Taylor, whose committment to "basic
music" makes him a most consistently
down with Sha off stage as well as on,
several others contribute to the instrumental flexibility of the group.
Scott Simon, screamin ' soloist on
"Whole Lotta Shakin' " and "SplishSplash", is a pianist who studied in
Paris, while his occasional substitue
Bowser worked at Julliard . Later
Bowser was musical director of " Oh!
Calcutta" at about the same time that
Johhn Contardo, a regular on the
Boston lounge circuit by the age of
fourteen, left the Conservatory to join
the cast of "Hair" in Boston . Frederick
Dennis Greene has sung on street- __-----'~
corners and written screenplays, as ,.the Captain himself , and Donny 'fork
experiments with Piano, guitar , harp,
clarinet, and drums at a recording
studio he built into his home. To execute
that all to brief spasm of song and style,
each Sha has thought a great deal about
his own self-image as an artist so that
their combined efforts have the
physical coordination of a stickball
batter hitting three sewers. Or as
Bowser puts it, "It's the same basic
energy in street sports that you use in
rock and roll. That restless 'I gotta , I '
gotta ... ' street energy."
Top forty radio, teenage lust , and an
irrespressible ambition ot perform has
thus brought ten men from Kansas City
and Boise, Boston and New York into
the most unique rocking thea trical
collovoration working today.
If Sha-Na-Na and rock and roll are
here to stay, it isn't because of a
gimmick or a formula; it is because
both Sha Na Na and rock and roll are
pure entertainment that engages both
the highest and the most basic elements
of our minds and bodies. And when you
can get your elements of our mind and
bodies. And when you can get your
mind and and body to work as expressively as every Sha has on every
night of his career, then you're what
both Plato and those freak in , hippies
might call, " Together."
The St. Pat 's Board and the Student
Union Board will ·present this dynamic
group Saturday, March 16, 11\ tile MultiPUI'pose Building, so bring your date
and become involved in one of the IDflSt
exciting concerts of your life.

reakwater
To start St. · Pat's off in style the
Board will host a dance at the National
Guard Armony Friday night for all
Miners and their dates. After careful
consideration, BREAKWATER was the
band chosen to kick off this party
weekend. A very together group,
Breakwater consists of nine musicians

,

..

and two technicians . All music majors
from Cape Girardeau , this nine piece
brass band has quite a bit of experience
playing in the Cape and surrounding
areas. Chicago and Blood, Sweat and
Tears are specialties of this group, so
join in Friday night at ten o'clock at the
Armony.

Contempo,s

(

The Contempos are a carefully dance and instrument!l1 music. 'file
. chosen.ensemble of tweleve singers and dQ01's wl\l:opeo at ~:QO p.nf ..and l':lbsl! af
fQur instrumentailists. Their music i.s 1?:3.0, with . Sl}acks' '!tJ el(ening, botI! .
~igned primarily to appeal to, young , .oig/rts (Ji'ridax arid. sat.utdll:Y)', Mar~li. .
people, though the musIC performed is 15th lI/ld 16th. .
.
saaed, ranging from eonteUl.WFary
The Ce~ I;>oor is 1~8ted;lt loth aDd
arrangements of trllditiQnal by-inn Mai,p~ee~ in 1\o1Ja-, lt is SpqilSOFed IiY
tunes to light rock and Black goSpel the eampus mWstris of (he' Carholk:,
siftgs. This group will be featured 00 . Episcop.Jl,
Metho4ist,
aqd
sat..day .
.
Presl'lyt¢rian Ch~he$. 4 illty-(:~
SchedUled to appeal: at tMCellar . donation a.t ttie door helPs fa toYer the
Door are othe performers, who will cost of entertainment and refreshentertain with fold singing, interpretive ments.
"
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1974 St. Pat's Queen

KIMBERLEY KEENE
Campus Club

"

The brothers o[ Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity arl';
proud to present their 1974 St.
Pa ts Ca ndidate , Miss Jean
Gregory. J ean, a lovely 5'4" , 20
year old brunette hails from St.
Louis, Mo. where she graduated
from Cor Jesu High School in
1971.
She is currently a Junior at St.
Louis University, majoring in
phySical therapy. In her of[
school hours she works as a
bank teller at South County
Mark Twain bank, St. Louis .
Jean, an active sports enthusiast enjoys all sports including snow skiing , waterskiing
and
horseback
riding .
Therefore we think Jean is the
ideal candidate for the Queen of
Love and ·Beauty.

/

Beta Sigma Psi is proud to
announce Miss Jane Williams
as their candidate for Sl. Pat's
Queen of Love and Beauty. Jane
is an avid admirer of UMR's Sl.
Pat's celebration , and would 90
well in representing all the
beauty and cheerfulness of a St.
Pat's Queen.
She is presently employed as
a receptionist [or AU-State
Insurance Co., in Kirkwood,
Missouri, and fills her free time
with activities such as Arts and
Crafts, and sports.
Jane would be an excellent
choice [or queen , and Beta Sig
is enthused in having her as a.
candidate.

JANIS FALGE
Pi Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is
proud to announce Janice Falge
as their candidate for st. Pat's
Queen of Love and Beauty.
Janice is a very attractive 5'3",
blue-eyed, blonde from Dixon,
Mo. Sheis presently a freshman
. at Oral Roberts University
wher e she is ma joring in
biology. She spends her summer as a camp counselor.
Janice spends most of her free
time swimming.

Miss Kimberley Keene has
been chosen to repr esent
Campus Club as a candidate for
St. Pat 's Queen at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
Queen coronation will be March
15, highlighting the university's
annual Sl. Pat's celebration .
Kimberley is a sophomore at
Stephens College, majoring in
Business Administration. She is
a member of her dorm's Hall
Council, a board member of
Associated
Students
of
Missouri, a member of the state
central committee o[ College
Young Republicans, and a
member of Stephens Advancement Council.

JANE WILLIAMS
Beta Sigma Psi
JEAN GREGORY
Lambda Chi Alpha.
The brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi Fraternity are proud and
honored to present Mrs. Diane
Duane as their St. Patricks
queen candidate .
Diane is of the age of twenty
and two, married , and the
.mother of a wee baby girl. With
a blarney name, whiskey red
hair, and the touch of the
shamrock to her eyes, whe has
all the beauty and charm to
make her the most likely choice
and this years Sl. Pat's Queen.
From all of us at Delta Sig,
"The luck of the Irish to yea."

ELAINE HOFFMANN
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon's candidate for the Saint Pat's Queen
of 1974 at the University of
Missouri at Rolla is Miss Elaine
Hoffmann. Elaine is a 1973
graduate of Ursuline Academy
High School and is presently
enrolled as a freshman st Southwest Missouri State University
at Springfield. Elaine has
selected Special Education for
her field of study. In the fall , she
will resume her studies at the
University of Missouri at Saint
Louis.

DIANE DUANE
Delta Sigma Phi

MAI..Y GLYNN
Kappa Sigma
Mary Glynn is the queen
candidate representing Kappa
Sigma Fraternity in the 1974 St.
Pat's Activities at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
Mary is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank G. Glynn, 7604
Lansdowne, St. Louis.
She graduated from the
University
of
Missouri-COlumbia
in
December with a BJ in
Photojournalism.
She is working for "The
Citizen," a west county
newspaper, and attends night
~chool at the University of
Missouri-8t. Louis.
Mary is a member of Kappa
Alpha
Mu,
honorary
photography society, and has
worked as public relations
director for the Camp Fire Girls
in Columbia.
Mary enjoys sports, sewing
and working with young people.
She plans to teach high school
journalism and photography in
the future.

Miss Sherri Clark , daughter
of Mrs. Irene Clark, RR 3,
Hannibal, has been chosen by
Kappa Delta sorority as their
representative to the 1974 St.
Pat 's Queen court at the
University o[ Missouri at Rolla.
Sherri attended Hannibal
Senior High School, and is
currently a freshman at UMR
She
is
majoring
in
NIetallurgical Engineering , and
is also employed as a teaching
assistant at Wyman Elemen-.
tary School. Sherri is involved
in a number of activities which
include being a pledge o[ Kappa
Delta social sorority, Little
Sister of Pi Kappa Alpha,
yearbook
staff,
football
cheerleaders, intramural, and a
member of WRHA. She lists of
sports, reading, cooking,
sketching, and working with
children.

SHERRI CLARK
Ka ppa Delta
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MARILYN DUNNING
Sigma Nu

The Brot.hers of Kappa Alpba
very proudly present Miss Dotti
Jo Connelly as their candidate
for the 1974 St. Pat's Queen.
Dotti is a very attractive 5'4"
blonde from Devil 's Elbow,
Missouri.
. Dotti tra nsfered to the
University of Missouri at Rolla
after attending Southwest
Missouri State University last
fall. She plans to enjoy a career
in business administration.
Dotti's interests include
swimming, mototcycle riding,
borseback Tiding and ice
skating, and she is a member of
tbe Daughters of Lee. Dottie's
warm and friendly personality
along with her beauty make her
an excellent candidate for the
Brothers of Kappa Alpha.

The men of Sigma Nu
Fraternity proudly announce as
their candidate for the St. Pat's
Queen of Love and Beauty. Miss
Marilyn Dunning of Independence, Mo. Miss Dunning, a
green eyed blonde is busy
working full time as a records
clerk for the Social Security
Administra t ion a nd attends
night school a t Longview
Community College. In her
spare time, Marilyn enjoys both
teaching special education to
mentally handicapped children
and playing the piano. We feel
that Marilyn wil1 be well
qualified to reign as this year's
Queen of Love and Beauty. ~

VICKI FOSHE
Acacia

DOTTI CONNEU Y
Kappa Alpha

KAREN CLARK
GDI
Miss Karen Clark has been
chosen by GDI as their.
representative to the 1974 ,St.
Pat's Queen court. Karen Clark
who currently lives in Fort
Leonard Wood, graquated from
Waynesville High School in 1973
and has since been enrolled at
UMR. She is a geology major
and enjoys the study of the
earth and its composition.
Karen has traveled througb
several parts of the world including Europe and the Far
East, but is now settled in Rolla
. for the next four years. After
challenging Rolla's tough
academic standards for two
semesters she is looking forward
to
the
supreme
challenge-tha t of su rvival
duri ng Roll a's 1974 St. Pat's
celebration.

Janette Ann Maxwell ,' a
graduate of Rolla High has been
chosen Queen candidate for St.
Pat's for the Tech Club-Miss
Maxwell , born in Fort Dodge,
Iowa, is a swimming enthusiast-loves horse back
riding, water skiing, and
dancing. She has been a
resident of Rolla for three years
and is the daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. James Maxwell.

The men of Tau-KappaEpsilon Fraternity have
proudly chosen Miss Cilthie
Wilhelm as their nomjnation for
s t. Pat's Queen 1974, at the
University of Missouri-Rolla .
Miss Wilhelm, is ' a graduate
of Rosary High School. Her
interests are in all sports, expecially swimming, diving,
softball, and soccer. She has
partiCipated in several athletic
teams as well as being a
member of the yearbook staff
and a cheerleader in high
school.
Miss Wilhelm is currently
employed at the Chromalox
Division of Emerson Electric
Company in St. Louis.

Tbe men of ' Acacia take
pleasure in presenting Miss
Vicki Foshe as our St. Pat's
Queen Candidate of Love and
Beauty.
Vicki, currently a senior at
Forsyth High School, is active
in many areas . Her acco mplishm e nt s include
mem bership in the Honor
Society - Beta Club, Future
Housewives of America , Annual
Staff, Band, School Newspaper
Staff, and she is also a varsity
cheerleader. She enjoys football, swimming and· writing .
poetry.
We believe Vicki would be a
worthy queen to reign over the
Royal Court with St. Pat.

\

JANETTE ANN MAXWE LL
Tech Club
Miss Fay Schubert is Zeta
Tau Alpha's 1974 candidate for
St. Pat's Queen.
Fay, a sophmore at UMR, is
majoring
in
Geological
Engineering. Besides being a
Curator's scholar, Fay also
finds time to act as VicePresident of Zeta Tau Alpha
and Secretary of AEG,
Association of Engineering
Geologists.
The Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha
are pleased to have Fay
representing them in the upcoming events of St. Pat's.

~

PEGGY LAURENCE
Theta Xi

CATHIE WILHELM
Tau Kappa Epsilon

~ ''' '' c 8i~ ~ ~.~

The brothers of Tbeta Xi
Fraternity are proud to announce Miss Peggy Laurence as
their 1974 St. Pat's Queen
candidate. Miss Laurence 'is a
1972 graduate of Berkeley High
School. Peggy's favorite hobbies are commercial art,
cooking, and modern sculpture.
Sh~ is employed by Blue Shield
Insurance in St. Louis, where
she also a ttends classes. Peggy
will be escorted by Gary Sandbothe, junior st. Pat's Board
representative, of Theta Xi.

*
•

FAY SCHUBERT
Zeta Tau Alpha

••
•
~
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More Queen Candidates
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JANE BRINKMEYER
Alpha Epsilon Pi
Miss Jane Brinkmeyer
represents the true spirit of St.
Fatricks Day as agreed upon by
the brothers of Alpha Epsilon
Pi:. Jane is a seventeen-year old
londe with blue eyes, who is
presently completing her senior
year at Horton-Watkins High
School. She enjoys racket ball,
dancing , and acting, as well as
being
an
accomplished
unicyclist.
Surely, you will all agree that
she is fit to reign in the court of
the Parron Saint.

Ms . .Jill Hansbrough, a freshman at the UniversHy of
Missouri-Rolla, has been
nominated to represent the
Men's Residence Hall as a
candidate for St. Pat's Queen.
Jill is very active in school
orgaruzations as a merober of
WRHA
(wOl'llen's
dorm)
Executive
Council
and
Intramural VoUeyban Team,
GDl, NewmsQ Center, Pi
Kappa Alpha Little Sisters, a
,Basketball Cheerleader, and
Rugger Hugger.
JUi is undecided about her
, major but seems to be leaning
toward Computer Science andor Engineering Management.
Jill's father , Frank, graduated
from UMR in 1951.

) ' --

JILL HANSBROUGH
MRHA

CINDY CLAY
Phi Kappa Theta
Phi Kappa Theta would like to
present as their 1974 St. Pat's
Queen Candidate, MiSs Cynthia'
Ann. Clay. Cindy is a freshman
at Northeast Missouri, State
• UniverSity at J{!rksville. She is
majoring in Child Development
while specializing in Behavior
Modification. Cindy from the
big city of Hannibal, Missouri.
Her main interests are working
with the Emotionally Disturbed
and dramatics. She also enjoys
such outdoor sports as swimming and water skiing. Cindy
hopes to someday be involved in
a Parent-Child Counseling
Service. '
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CHRIS EDICK
Sigma Tau Gamma

The men of Sigma Tau
Gamma are proud to have as
Miss Jeanne Achelpohl, a
their 1974 St. Pat's Queen
coed at the University of
Candidate, Miss Chris Edick.
Missouri-Rolla, has been
Chris is a 5'4", 105 lb., brunette
nominated to represent the
from Jennings, Missouri. After
Women 's Residence Hall as a
graduating 20th in her class
candidate for St. Pat's Queen.
from Jennings High School.
She graduated with honors,
Chris attended the University of
from Duchesne High School in
Missouri, St. Louis for 2 years,
1973.
concentrating on math. During
Jeanne is doing quite well as a
the Summer of '73 Chris atcollege student making the
tended the University of Mexico
Dean's List. her first semester
where she studied the Mexican
witha 4.0. She is very involved
Cult and Language. Chris now
in student activities as a '
attends tbe University of
member of GD1, Newman
Missouri, Columbia and is
Center, StUdent 'Union Board
working on a double degree in
Special Events Committee,
Education
and
, Math
WHRA
(women's
dorm)
Psychology. As a student she is
futramural Volieyball, and a
very active in dancing,
Rugger Hugger for the 1JMR
SALLY SCHWEISBiRGR
spelunking, sewing and music.
, Rugby Team. She is also the
Sigma Pi
S~cretary-Treasurer ~ of Pi
Kappa Alpha's Little Sister
The brothers of Delta Tau
Organization.
Delta Fraternity are proud to
present Patricia Nan Ross as
thefr candidate for the 1974 St.
Pat's Queen of Love and
~=:::::.i Beauty. Patty, a 1971 graduate
", of Bloomfield High School,. is
currently enrolled at Southeast
Missouri State University,
where she is a senior majoring
in Business Education.
Among Patty's other school
activities include being the 1972
Sweetheart , of Phi Mu Alpha
Music Fraternity, plus 'playing
in the GoldElIJ. Eagles Marching
!3and {or three years. She is also '
an active member in Sigma
A,lpha Iota Music Fraternity.
Patty looks forward to
PATRICIA ROH
graduation this coming fall .
Delta Tau Delta

Thank you

NOTl~E

" llIe

The men of Triangle
Fraternity are proud to present
Miss Sharon
Dougherty,
.daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Donald
J . Dougherty, as their 1973 St,P'
Patrick's Queen candidate for
the
St ,
Patrick's
Day
celebration at the University of
Missouri, Rolla,
Sharon is twenty years old
and graduated from St. Teresa
Academy. Her hobbies are
centered around the outdoors.
. She enjoys horseback riding ,
skiing" sWimming,!ilI d ice
skating. She is also ' an en' thsiasti~ fan of ' profeljSional
sports.
She ha& been employed a~ a
secretary sin!=e she graduated
from . ~t. Teresa's an? has a
promlsmg future working as a
fegal secretary,

JEANNE 'ACHELPOHL
WRHA

The brothers of Sigma Pi
Fraternity are proud to present
Miss Sally Schweisberger as
their 1974 St. Pat's ~ueen
candidate . SaJly is a 1970
graduate of Guilford High
School in Rdckford, minois.
Since that time she
graduated from the University
of ~ Arizona, with a degree in
microbiology, and from the
Providence Hospital medical
technology program in Kansas
City, ~ansas, where she is
presently employed. Sally's
extracurricular activities range
from saiUng to bicycling. A
fantastic personality combined
with her beautiful features lead
us to believe that Sally would
make an excellent choice for the
1974 st. Pat's queen.
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OFFICE
ABC , EQUIPMENT
Over 48 Different Types of
Electronic Calculators Available
For Immediate Delivery

1. UNITREX
SCIENTIFIC
SIN
x-v
COS

TAN

XY

2. COLUMBIA
SCIENTIFIC

-

VX

3. NATIONAL
SEMI CONDUCTOR
•
•

1/x

X

+

eX
Degrees to
radians

---

--

add mode

95

95

95

Reg.

Reg.

Reg.

299.95

179.95

79.95

705 Rolla St.
-~---
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'Streaker of the Week' Award

1
What next? Why a Streaker of
the Week Award of course. It
was deemed necessary by the
Miner staff for the sta mina,
origi nality, and just plain guts
of th e st r eaking esca pades
which happened this past week
on the quad. You've read about ,
heard about, or witnessed the
fine exhibits on the campus , so
you know your own favorites;
however this week 's award goes
to the following people anyway:
First P lace goes to Blind
'Melon ' Ch itlin for hi s extra·
ordinary display , too big for the
8xlO glossy we were going to run
of him in this week's edition . It
was a great streak by "Blind

-1

Baby, " who , although lagging
behind the rest of the group,
displayed a natural rythum
which had the whole audience
jiving.
Second place goes to the
unidentified couple who danced
onto the campus and into the
hearts of the crowd cheek to
cheek.
A special acknowledgment
goes to the faculty member 'Dr.
K', who claims to have the
longest strea k ever. Distance2000 miles .
Prizes include a free trip to
Sam Burton's office with all the
extras thrown in . The extras'
will be handed out accordingly.

01 EHL MONTGOM ERY
FORD SALES
Rolla. Missouri

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

Th~s plan allows the students upon approved credits
and lob, to buy a new car with nothing down and
pa~ments. of $25 .00 per month until you are on the job.
ThiS plan IS not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
thiS way. ~ee us for all the details. Also you can use
your own Insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.

"This is a specia I discount program for students. We
will be glad to quote you a price 'on any Ford or
Mercury product."

PIZZA
17 STEAMING VARIETIES
Streaking has finally come to UMR campus, but we have not been left unawares .
Announcing the ' Streaker of the Week' Award. To be eligible for this award, the
Miner must be notified at least a day in advance so it can send a photographer and
reporter to cover the scene . At least 75 per cent of the streak must take place on
campus . Awards for streaking elsewhere in the town of Rolla will be taken care of
by the city counci I.

.

SANDWICHES
AND BEER

(

DIAL 364-2669
FOR TAKEOUTS
& DELIVERY
SERVICE

BIG
BIG
RECORD SALE
Classical, Pop, Jazz, Etc.

ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

7 Days A Week
1.98
4 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Open Daily
CAMPUS BOOK STORE
~~~~,~~~~~~~ ~~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
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Dear Standard Oil Company-No More Scandals!
Ung
up,
Urn

nee
the
ced

the
to

The energy crisis has been
dubbed as past, but it has
simply been transformed into a
political issue. The nation
awaits to see to just what extent
the big businesses of America
control America, notably the
humming machinery of oil
companies.
It surprices me that the
opening of the oil fields at Elk

Hills, California seems imminent, and having been
already approved by all
necessary channels is now
awaiting approval in the House.
Pressure from oil lobbyists and
appeal from the President has
catapulted the measure into one
of urgency.
I for one am against this
me~sure, b~t, being almost

SNOOPY'S
EYE-OPENER
.. SPECIAL ~
Hot Coffee

C~

&

•

Advertise
•
In the MINER
Contact
Rich

Sweet Roll

. -Ja

Tom Calzone 364·2626

Give
'the

Gerry Schmitz 364·3856

Open 8 a.m. Sat., . _
March 16
'ai-

Come in and have a
Quarter Pounder

of payola. NOW, don't get me Greek freighters to rescue us
th e
state
of
wrong' either-scandals are fine , from
but what I object to is seeing energy lessness.
Sam Ervin allover prime time
I used to be a very trusting
TV again this summer, even if person , even toward politiCians ,
he does look a lot Ii~e my
but I'd prefer to let the people
grandfather .
decide the real important issues
Also , I consider myself a
like this. We can let them decide
staunch conservative, and I
themselves where they are
want to save all the deer, bear
going to buy gas, procuring a
and crocodile that inhabit the
signed receipt from the atarea in question . But even if the tendent that they, too, had to
bear, deer and crocodile don 't
wait in line.
get mad a t us , someday ,
And another thing , back when
somebody will , and I don't want
the situation was a wild and
to depend on Arab oil shieks . wonderful crisis, the President
waving the American flag on
was in fa vor of an emergancy
energy bill in which he has
given certain powers of control.
However , it was the same
measure which he has late
vetoed, justificably because it
would lower. prices of .crude
which would in turn decrease
large oil companies incentive to
explore for new reserves .
Supporters say, because their
profits are already outrageous
enough to satisfy even their
hunger.
Donnelly 364·2626
So , what's a person to
do? ... Goodbye prime time TV.

totally . ignorant of politices,
rather intangible reason.
example ,
I
know ,
for
that
oil
companies
contributed over $5,000,000 to
Nixons latest presidential
compaign , and I know also that
wells in Elk Hills will be like
whipped cream on pumpkin pie
for the oil companies.
Remembering the Tea Pot
Dome scandal of Harrisons
administration, this points out
the scruples of oil executives
and government officials,
money in the pocket is as good
as a bribe, but $5,000,000 is a lot

hav~a

world

PH O NE
(3 14 ) 36 4 · 60 63

On.

a little
gift
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"InRIITloIIlo,"
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THE MOST IN DI?Y CLEANING

tocIa~

ARLYNN L. JONES
OWNER

603 Kingsh
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•

Blood.
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•

For Your Queen

Of
Love & Beauty
Corsages
. from
Nosegays
from
"MEN ' S

CLOTHING

EXCLUSIVELY "

Fortner Floral

713 ,inr @ltrrrt
moUn. fii!1!1ouri 65401
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400 Main St.
Across From Fire Station
Rolla Mo. 65401
Phone 341·3630
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Visitor Notices Campus Madness
In the past week or two
certain activities up on campus
which seem to me rather
humorous and harmless have
made me wonder just what a
high school senior, down for a
look at the UMR campus might
think when he would happen
upon something which to him
might seem out of the ordinary.
Just imagine in your own
head for a minute or tow, that
you are a high school senior
down for the day. You have just
come out of Parker Hall after
talking to the gentleman who
was at your high school on
career night. He has told you
where everything is and has
given you a map of the campus,
but unfortunately cannot accompany you because of a
previous appointment. So you
are left on your own.
As you come out of Parker
Hall you cannot possibly help
but notice the crowd gathering
in front of a building on your
right. Your curiosity tells you to
wander over and take a look to
find out what is happening.
You feel a little awkward, outof-place, and maybe just plain
stupid,
standing
there.
Curiosity pushes you to ask,
"What's going on?" But before
anybody can answer a loud
cheer bursts forth from the
crowd, and you gaze with a bit
of surprise as a male streaker
darts past you.
It 's all over just about as
quick as it started and you're so
surprised you shake your head
to make sure it wasn't just a
wierd sort of dream.
"Was that guy ... ?"
"He sure was." said
somebody, as if he knew exactly
what your question was.
Walking along the quad, you
notice on the far side of the
quad, a couple of guys walking
in the same direction you are.
The reason you noticed them
was , they looked somewhat out
of the ordinary, beca use they
were each carrying what appears to be a "sa wed-off" tree,
which was pulled out of the
ground.
Suddenly some body ye;ls,
"Snake!"
The two guys carrying the
"sawed-off" trees seem to rise
to the occasion and start clubing
the ground with the root-end of
their trees. After a short minute
and a bit of cleari ng and joking
two guys dressed in green
jackets and sporting beards
stop the club bearers from
pounding the grass and are
reaches down and picks up a
rubble snake and the two in

green walk off taking and
laughing.
Once again you start in the
direction of the union but pass
by a guy with a green face, you
ask what he has on his face and
he tells you its a green beard. To
you it looks more like somebody
cornered him with a green
magic marker.
In front of you tau notice a
large raised circle with
astroturf laid on top of it. In fact
there is somebody standing on
top of it with a golf club and he
proceeds to put a golf ball into a
turned over paper cup, while
others sit or lay on tbe edges of
the "green" and watch.
Suddenly you're startled by
about a dozen guys who are
calling cadence and marching
out of step. They let out a roar
and run past you yelling, "Kill

that motner. " as tney 4U1CKly
circle up and start the incessant
beating of what you assume to
be another rubber sneak. Again
a guy in a green jacket trys to
stop them but jumps back
apparently worried about losing
his hand while trying to get at
the rubber snake.
A couple more guys with the
green jackets covered with
buttons and garters on their
arms help stop the determined
snake killers and they walk
away a bit dejected and complain about not getting finished.
You continue on to the Student
Union buy a hamburger and a
Coke. You sit at a table near the
window, not wanting to miss
anything else, and wondering if
everyday at UMR is like what
you've seen this morning in the
short time of fifteen or twenty
minutes.

BUD MAN WILL SOLVE YOUR
THIRST PROBLEMS AT ST. PAT'S

HAPPY ST. PAT'S
From the Home of Bud Man

TRAINER

When so meo ne spends
thirty years rem inding people
to be ca reful with fire. and he
docs it fo r no o ther rc~ so n
than to sa \Ie o ur fo rcs rs. he
makes a lot of fri en ds.
Even if h c'!'i just a bea r.

Miners Menu by

Tom Roth

Soon the sacred grounds of
UMR will be void of all evil
serpents and once again UMR
will ready itself for the big
event of the school year, St.
Pats . St. Pats is noted by most
students here as the best overall
party weekend of the school
year. It is a time when most
students who stay around drink
a nd party themselves to death
and still wish for more. Drink is

the big word for this upcoming
event and what better way tei
enjoy it than with a touch of the
old green and a few good drink
recipes to impress the date
with .
With this in mind , I set aside
the books and began looking for
some trUly appropriate drinks
and of this I have found an old
UMR St. Pats favorite, the Irish
Shillelagh . Although I haven 't

had a chance to Lry the drink , I
think that it is probably a truly
unique thirst quencher. It in vol ves the use of a lot of
alcohol and could proba bly
serve as a potent icebreaker.
For us poorer Miners a drink
like this can run up quite a bill ,
but this can be aVOided by
forming a group of about 3
couples to share the expense .

Irish Shillelagh

use of light rum and creme de
menthe. One thing about the
drink is that it is the color that
our patron saint seems to
prefer , green. It is a much
lighter drink to consum and it is
just about as potent.

Green Devil

lemon juiced
1 teaspoon Powered Sugar
1 jigger Irish Whiskey
Ih ounce Sloe Gin
Ih ounce light Rum
2 slices of fresh Peach
Strawberries, Rasberries and
cherries
12
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Continental
Mix all ingredients except
berries and cherries into a large
1% ounces Light Rum
shaker glass add cracked or
Ih ounce lime juice
crushed ice and shake
Ih teaspoon Sugar
vigorously for a minute or so.
'h teaspoon Creme de Menthe
Pour mixture into small glass
and garnish with berries and a
Mix in the same fashion as the
cherry .
Irish Shillilagh, except pour
My next drink is quite similar over ice cubes in a small glass.
to the Irish ShWilagh, but less
expensive. It 's called the
Continental and employs the

Ph ounce gin
1 2 ounce lime juice
Y.ounce creme de menthe

Shake gin , lime juice, creme
de menthe with crushed ice and
strain over two or three rocks in
a prechilled old fash ioned glass.

Between the Sheets
'1'4 ounce light rum
% ounce brandy
% ounce triple sec.

Shake well with crushed ice.
Strain into cocktail glass;

JAYCEE'S
ST. PAT'S
DANCE

ENJOY.

OLD ESTABLISHED FIRM(1n6)

March 22nd
Lion's Club Den
at 9:00 p.m.
.Music By:

NOW INTERVIEWING

KAPITOL KICKS

....

~",,",,-1I~~Happy

St. Pat'S--1fs= ..... ,.. ... "

SOPHOMORES AND OTHERS
INCLUDING
GRADUATE STUDENTS

Tickets: $7.00 couple

WITH 2 YEARS REMAINING ON CAMPUS

YOU CAN EXPECT:
PAY WHILE IN SCHOOL
($100/MONTH)
PAID SUMMER ACTIVITIES
JOB OPPORTUNITIES UPON
COMPLETION OF COLLEGE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,
WITHOUT OBLIGATION:
CONTACT CARL YOUNGBLOOD
ARMY ROTC

HAPPY

II'J~~ICK~II
TO
YOU ALL
FROM
F IR ST STATE BAN K
SE V ENTH AND PI N E · ROLLA . MI SSOURI 854 0 1
AREA C O D e

341-4741

3 14

PH O NE ' 36 4 - 1677

F.D.l.C.
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Knighfs
JIM WATTS

JAMES OORROTT

MIKE RAGAN

This year the brothers of Phi
Kappa Theta have chosen Jim
Watts to become their Knight of
St. Patrick. Over the years Jim
has shown himself ready to
work and get involved in many
acti vities, both on campus and
in the fraternity. Jim has been
vice-president and is now
president of the · IFC. He is
publicity chairman of Theta
Tau and is a member of the
Rolla-Mo staff. He has also been
~ocial chairman of his frat~r
ility . Besides bemg a varsltwrestler , he has found time for
a host of intramural sports.

The members of Engineers
Club are proud to announce as
their knight James Dorrott. Jim
is a senior majoring in
Engineering Mechanics and
president of engineers club. He
has been active in campus
activities intra murals and has
held offices in LC.C. Jim is a
fitting candidate for kinght of
St. Pat's.

Mike R8gan, President of
Student Council, is the Student
Council 's willing (?) candidate
for " Alice". The Council felt no
one else could do Alice more
justice. Mike is a graduating
senior
in
Engineering
Management, has been active
in SUB Special Even~s Committee,
APO,
American
Management Association and
was publicity chairman for the
coun c il before he became
president. Good Luck , Mike!

TOM KEIFFER
Tom Keiffer is Tech Club's
1974 St. Pat 's knight . Tom , a
graduating senior in M.E. , has
been am outstanding assent to
Tech Club, the past three years.
Always active in intra murals ,
Tom has participated in football , cross country, wrestling,
and track. Also included in his
activities, is the office of Sect.Treas. of Te'ch Club. The
dedicadition and character ,
that Tom execmplifies makes
him worthy of the high honor
associa ted with the knighting
ceremony.

TONYSERIS
Beta Sigma Psi would like to
present it's candidate for
knighthoo~, Anthony Seris. He
has been President, Rush
Chairman, Secretary, and a .
great asset to the Fraternity
during his college career. He IS
also a member of Theta Tau,
Blue Key, and Vice President of
the IFC this semester.
MARK KASSING
Mark Kassing will be
representing the Student Union
Board. He was choosen for his
successful years on the board
and his NLM program.

GORDON ERICKSON
GDI is proud to present its
candidate for St. Pat's Knight,
Gordon Erickson , Gordon is
currently President of GDI and
has served as GDI treasurer
from spring 1972 until spring
1973 a nd as a member of the
GDI Board of Governors :
Gordon was also President and
Vice-President of TJ. Gordon
will graduate in May with an
MS in Civil Engineering, MS m
Engineering Management, and
an ROTC commission.

JOHN HAM

JOE CAPPA

The members of Campus Club
proudly present John "Hammerhead " Ham as their candidate for knighthood. John, a
senior from Sugar Creek,
Missouri, is majoring in
Metallurgical Engineering. He
has served on Campus Club's
Board of Directors qnd has been
very active in Intramural
Sports. He is also a member of
Tau Beta Pi, Phi Kappa Phi,
a nd Phi Eta Sigma. He has
served as Vice President of
Alpha Sigma Mu and the
Metallurgical Society. We feel
John will be a very "deserving"
candidate for this honor.

The brothers of Sigma Nu
Fraternity are happy to annOllnce as their candida te for
knighting, Joe Cappa, a senior
majoring in Civil Engineering.
Joe has been a member of
ASCE , Rugby , Club, SUB
recreation committee, and the
UMR Blood Drive Committee'.
He's been secretary of APO,
Judicial Board of the IFC ,
Alumni secretary of Blue Key,
pledge trainer of Theta Tau,
Index editor of the Rollamo, and
pledge trainer of Sigma Nu.
We feel that Joseph is a tasty
treat to add to Alice's menu.

DAVE BARCZEWSKI

FRED GRAFTON

Representing Pi Kappa Alpha
this year will be Dave Barczewski. The Brothers feel he is
most deserving of this honor for
his fine academic record and
ha ving served the house as
president, vice president and
pledgemaster.

The Brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi Fraternity proudly present
our St. Pat's knight for 1974Fred Grafton. Freddie is a
senior computer Science major
form Charlotte, North Carolina.
He has served as president and
secretary of Delta Sig.

c

DAVID SHEAHEN
David Sheahen has been
selected to represent the men of
Alpha Epsilon Pi as their 1974
St. Pat's knight. Dave is a Civil
Engineering senior from
Highland Park, lliinois. He has
also served as Parlimentarian,
Membership chairmen.
Secretary, and Vice-President
of Alpha Epsilon Pi. The
brothers are proud to bestow
this honor on Da ve in
recognition of the work he has
done for this cha·pter .

ALLEN PASCHKE
The Brothers of Acacia a re
proud to have Allen Paschke as
our candidate for Kmghthood.
Allen has been active in our
fraternity serving as former
Steward Treasurer, com mendabl~ terms as President,
and is currently running for a
national office in Acacia.
Allen is active on campus
serving as GAD President.
We feel that Allen, through
these accomplishments and his
noteworthy dedication towards
Acacia is truly a fitting candidate for Knighthood.
JIMKAUTEN
Sigma Phi Epsilon gleefully
a nnounces Jim Kauten as our
choice for that time-honored
title as our St. Pat's Kinght for
1974. Jim is a E. E. and is in the
premed program. Next fall Jim
hopes to attend med school at
either U. of 1. or Wahhmgton U.
He ' is presently rec..ording
secretary of Tau Beta Pi and
Alumni Board Secretary for
Sig. Ep. Jim is past Pledge
Educator and past President of
our house. He is a , member of
Eta Kappa Nu and 1. K.

Some of the brave soils going in the goo-front row: Dave Barczewski, Rob Armstrong, Josepi Cappa, Tom Keiffer, Mike Carron; Back Row: Fred Grafton, Tony
Seris, Gordon Erickson, Jim Kauten .
STEVE SHULL
The Brothers of Kappa Alpha
Order are proud to present
Brother Steve "Captain " Shull
for our 1974 St. Pat's knight
candidate. Captain is a senior
from Joplin , Missouri , Gamma
Alpha Delta representative
from Kappa Alpha .
As a result of his exuberant
personality coupled with his
fine attitude , the honor of bemg
chosen as St. Pat's kinght could
only have gone to Captain . The
Brothers of Kappa Alpha know
that Captain will serve St. Pat
well. We wish Captain all the
luck in the world in his formal
knighting ceremony.

ROB ARMSTRONG

MIKE CARRON

BOB DOLLAR

The brothers of Sigma Pi
Fraternity are proud to name
Rob Armstrong to the honor of
Knighthood in St. Pat's Court.
Rob, a senior Ceramic
Engineering major from West
Plains, Mo. , has served Sigma
Pi as herald and scholarsQip
chairman. He is a four year
letterman on the varsity
wrestling te am and is a
member of M-Club. He is also a
member of Phi Eta Sigma and
Phi Kappa Phi, was past
recording secretary of Tau Beta
Pi and Keramos, and IS
currently president of Keramos
and vice-president of the
American Ceramic Society.

Th e Men of Tau Kappa
Epsilon respectfully submit
Mike Carron to be Knighted by
Saint Patrick and kiss the sweet
lips of Alice.
Mike Carron is a graduating
senior majoring in Mechanical
Engineering. Mike has been
very active within the TKE
house. He has served 'as
historian , hou se manager
sergant-at-arms , and for four
years has been instrumental in
building the successful Tekc St.
Pat's Floats.
We feel that Mike is a worthy
choice because of his academic
and fraternal success while
here on the UMR campus.

This year's representative
from MRHA is Bob Dollar. Bob
began his college career with
two year's of junior college at
the University of Kentucky
where he served on the student
council and the judicial board
and held offices in Circle K.
Since then Bob has been
married and moved to Rolla
where he and his wife, Karen ,
have served as supervisors for
the women 's dorm and are now
assistants to the entire dorm
system. Bob is also active in
G.D .! ., A.LCH.E, an officer in
Alpha Chi Sigma and has played
and coached several sports for
MRHA and WRHA.

c
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Resistance, on the part of the knights, has always been the most popular
part of the knighting ceremony. The above picture shows how one knight
needed the assistance of 10 St. Pat's Board members just to be introduced to
"Alice". In recent years however, the Board has had little trouble putting
the knights through this intergral part of the weekend. Pardon me, "Tiny"
presented the Board with "big" trouble.
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LIQUOR CENTER
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Budweiser

BEER

6Pk.$
12 oz.

No-Return
Pabst

BEER~~:~:

Need
Experienced
Help on Your Taxes
Contact:
Mike Ragan
(364·8189) or
Rick Scaiefe

$1.. 88

References
Available
Specia I for Students

RESEARCH

The Brothers of Sigma Tau
Gamma are pleased to an·
nounce their 1974 Knight candidate as Mark A. Middendorf.
Mark is a senior in geology, and
at present is interviewing for a
job after his May graduation .
His great contributions to our
house's activities have not gone
unnoticed , and his presence will
surely be missed after he has
left our hallowed halls. Our
congratulations to Mark on
receiving this honor and with it
our best wishes and good luck.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for your up·to·date, 160·page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (deli very time is
I to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD. , SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2 13) 477·8474 or 477·5493
Our ;::::;;~ ~~\;;~~lc~S ;~II: for
'-_-:';;';';;;;';;';';";;;';';;;;;;';';';;';';';'_-1

The men of Delta Tau Delta
are very pleased with our
knight of '74 and proud to send a
BILL MORLEY
man who merits so well the
graciousness of "Alice" and St.
The Brothers of Delta Tau Pat.
Delta are proud to announce
their st. Pat's Knight for 1974
WillialJ1 L. Morley. We feel that
Bill is richly deserving of this
honor, as he has been striving
for it for many years.
Bill has served in many
organizations on campus, and
has been an asset to all. He has
served as
Guide, Vice
President, and President of
Delta Tau Delta Fraternity.
Currently , Bill is President of
the ·American Management
Association, after serving a
term as Vice President. He is
now Treasurer of the Inter
Franternity CounciL Other
organizations he has served in
include Theta Tau, Blue Key,
and APO . Bill was recenU~·
honored as "Miner of the
Month. "

Happy

JOHN ANTHONY MORRIS
Triangle Fraternity has
selected for this years st. Pat's
knight John Anthony Morris,
after considering his many fine
attributes, John is a Nuclear
Engineering major, and we feel
he typifies the high ideals
~elegated to a St. Pat's knigh~.

K HOUSE

MARK A. MIDDENDORF

.st. Pat's!

I

'.**************************1
'HAPPY ST. PAT'S

i

,FLOWERS
,
I Business 1-44 Wby LARRY*,
PO Box 65

I****************************i
364-8181

Rolla, Mo. 65401

DICTIONARIES WEBSTER
Library size 1973 edition, brand new,
still in box.
Cost New $45.00

Will Sell for $15.00
Make Checks Payable To

81
BEER
VODKA $293
Champagne
Velvet

6 pk.

12 oz.

80 Proof

Extra Dry

Boone's Farm

WINE
Apple, Wild Mt., Strawberry

~
...

DICTIONARY LIQUIDATION
And Mail To

MISSOURI MINER

1-1
UMR
For Mor e Information : Call 364.3856

co. D. orders enclose 1.00 good will deposit. Pay balance plus CO. D.
shipping on delivery. Be satisfied on inspection or return within 10
days for full refund. No dealers, each volume specifically stamped
not for resale .
Please add $1.25 postage and handling.
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TIM'S LOWERS PRICES
JUST IN TIME FOR ST. PAT'S! ! ! ! !

{
'-

FOR DELIVERY CALL-364-8661

•
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GOLDEN MOZZARELLA CHEESE

8 INCH
.95

FRESH SLICED ONIONS
GREEN PEPPERS(GARDEN FRESH)
FRESH MUSHROOMS
SLICED FRESH TOMATOES

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

MEXICAN JALAPENO'S-MA-MA· MIA! !
TASTY GROUND BEEF
ITALIAN PEPPERONI
SAVORY SAUSAGE (AMERICAN STYLE)

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

13 INCH
2.30

10 INCH
1.50
1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90

.

-

WE HAVE OUR DOUGH AND PIZZA SAUCE FRESH DAILY
FROM OUR OWN SPECIAL RECIPES . EACH PIZZA BEGINS
WITH A GENEROUS LAYER OF GOLDEN MOZZARELLA
CHEESE.

TI
Roll

~J

2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

1.90
1.90
1.90
1.90

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25

1.90
1.90
1.90
2.00
1.25
2.00
IMPORTED SMOKED OYSTERS
.20
.10
EACH ADDED INGREDIENT
HALF AND HALF PIZZAS ARE MADE AT NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE

LEAN CANADIAN BACON
ITALIAN SAUSAGE(SPICY GOOD)
FILLET OF ANCHOVY
LOUISIANA SHRIMP

(

2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

2.95
2.95
2.95
3.15

AtlJ

Thi!j
shal

wee

out

(thE
155-

Bea

MiS

Mi~

Mis

audi

exO

3.15
.30

da

sea!

eVeJ

Stei

YOUR SELECTION OF PIZZA IS NOT LIMITED TO THE
ABOVE LISTED ITEMS. YOU MAY ADD ANY OR ALL OF THE
INDIVIDUAL ITEMS TO CREATE YOUR OWN SPECIAL
GOURMET PIZZA. OR BETTER YET, TRY ONE OF OUR
FAVORITES WHICH WE HAVE LISTED ON THIS MENU.

Wai

tro1
Bill
co
All-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
TIMWICHES

RYE

.95
1.00

ROAST BEEF
CORNED BEEF
POLISH SAUSAGE
CANADIAN BACON

.95

TURKEY
REUBEN

.9 5
1.40

LARGE SLICED
ITALIAN BREAD
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.40

for\

TI
opti
Mil
pre!
reel
can

ALL SANDWICHES ARE SERVED OVEN
HOT WITH PLENTY OF POTATO CHIPS
AND A SLICE OF KOSCHER DILL PICKLE.

thai
and

of
goir

IN ADDITION TO MAYONAISE OR
MUSTARD, WE ALSO OFFER CREAMY
ITALIAN OR 1000 ISLAND PRESSING ON
REQUEST .

ne

wes

peri

SALADS

I

TOSSED SALAD
WITH SHRIMP

.45
COKE ROOT BEER
DR. PEPPER SPRITE
ICE TEA
COFFEE
MILK
SCHLITZ ON TAP
SMALL BEER

.65

f·:·:·:~~~:~E·'!:~~\~~:;1·::1;·~~;·;·:11

:,
:::
:::
:::

the

OUR SANDWICHES ARE SERVED WITH
THE · FINEST
QUALITY
MEATS
AVAILABLE. YOU MAY SELECT EITHER
NATURAL SWISS OR MOZZARELLA
CHEESE .

CRISPY SALAD TOPPED WITH
SHREDDED CANADIAN BACON
MOZZARELLA CHEESE , WHOLE
LOUISIANA SHRrMP, AND FRESH

;:;:
:::
;:;
:::

t.;.:~;~;~~.~.;~.;;:~;;;;~;:;,,:"";:;:;:;:;:;:.:,,;:;.;.;.;.;.;.;.}
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WE ARE PROUD OF OUR SALADS. WE BUY OUR TOMATOES
AND BOTH KINOS OF LETTUCE DAILY TO INSURE THE
FRESHEST AND FINEST TASTING SALADS IN TOWN .
OUR SALADS ARE TOPPED WITH OUR OWN SPECIAL
CROUTONS, AND SERVED WITH BREADSTICKS .

.25
.25
.15
.20
.35
.75
1.75

LARGE BEER
PITCHER BEER

DRESSING : RED WINE VINEGAR AND OIL, ' THOUSAND
ISL AN D, FRENCH , BLUE CHEESE , CREAMY ITALIAN

TIM'S GOURMET KITCHEN
8 INCH
GURU'S DELIGHT
POLYNESIAN PIZZA
CRAZY IT AllAN
TIM'S MEATHEAD

Fres h mushrooms, gree n p epper s, onions, and tomatoes

STINKY SPECIAL
TIM'S INTERNATIONAL

1.35
1.45
1.45

Canadian baco n a nd pin ea ppl e

Pep pe roni , onions, and Italian sa usa ge
Hamburg er, pepperoni, Italian sausage.

Cheese, cheese. cheese, and more ch eese
FOOL'S GOLD
Pepperoni, sa usage, Canadian bacon , It alia n sa usage,
BOB'S PIZZAZZ
pepper, a nd o n ion. Ask B ob t o mak e it .
Mushrooms and mus hroom s and onions
THERE'S A FUNGUS AMONGUS
Ev ery th i ng we hav e exc ept o ur si n k.
TIM'S KITCHEN SINK

1.45

green

Anchovies , shrimp , and smok ed oysters
Pepperoni , hamburge r , onion s, gre en peppers, and mushrooms.

1.35
1.45
1.45
ARE YOU
KIDDING?

1.45
1.45

10 INCH 13 INCH
2.10
2.05
2.10
2.10
2.05
2.30
2.10
3.30
2.10
2.10

3.20
3.10
3.20
3.20
3.10
3.55
3.20
4.55
3.20
3.20
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Miner Sports
Miner Swimmers Win MIAA Conference:
Orr Selected Most Valuable Swimmer
The University of MissouriRolla swimming team is the
best swimming team in the
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic Association this year.
This fact was proven beyond the
shadow of a doubt over the past
weekend, as the Miners edged
out Southwest Missouri State
(the winner the past four years)
155-151. The Miners and the
Bears, along with Southeast
State,
Central
Missouri
Missouri State and Northwest
Missouri State, gave a packed
auditorium some outstandingly
exciting moments in the twoday meet.
The team's efforts of the long
season were climaxed Saturday
evening as co-captains Don
Steinnerd and Jim Entwistle
were presented the first place
trophy. In addition, the Miner's
Bill Orr, a triple winner in the
conference meet and a shoe-in
All-American, was selected as
the meet's outstanding performer.
The meet got off on a very
optimistic note, as the Miner 's
Mike Norberg won the
preliminary round with a MIAA
record time of 2:03.78. He then
came back in the finals to break
that record and also the pool
and varsity marks, with a time
of 2: 01.49. Things really got
going the Miner's way in the
next event, the 50 free. Southwest's Tom Roddy was the top
performer in the preliminary,

but UMR 's Jim Entwistle came
through under pressure in the
final to edge out Roddy by 0.08
seconds. Such accurate timing
was possible because of the use
of an electronic scoreboard
rented for this event.
Bill Kroeger was the next
hero. Bill set a pool, varsity and
MIAA record in the 200
backstroke with a time of :57.86,
0.03 seconds faster than Rick
Iverson of Southwest.
These three outstanding
Miner performances, with two
being by less than one-tenth of a
second, got the Miners off to a
very good start and also showed
the closeness of the meet. Any
mistake, however slight, could
cost the swimmer's team a
victory. The times also suggest,
and being there surely confirms , the intensity of the
c ompetition throughout
the meet.
There were two other Miner
victories in the Friday portion
of the competition , and they
were both achieved by the incomparable Bill Orr. In the 200
yard 'freestyle, Bill broke his
pool record and finished nearly
three seconds ahead of the rest
of the field (three seconds being
almost a rout in a swimming
meet) with a time of 1:48.88. In
the 400 yard individual medly
Bill set a pool, varsity and
MIAA record with a time of
4:28.54. This time was more than
sevenfeen seconds faster
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1107 Pine St.
Open 11 :00 til Midnight
Monday th ru Sat.
(Pool) (Foosball)

Old Hiway 66 East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A Fine Selection
Of New &Used Cars"

10% oH to all Miners
I

I...---_.
701 Pine
__ _._._-_._ -_._..__364-2050
._.._._ - I
..

campus cue club

Rolla Volkswagen
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than the second place finisher. finished 0.16 seconds behind the
Seventeen seconds in the winner.
conference championships is
The Miners won their only
unbelievable. Keep in mind the relay of the meet Saturday,
hundredths of a second victories ' topping the field in the 800 yard
in earlier events.
freestyle relay. They later
The individuals mentioned finished second to the Bears in
above were the winners in their the 400 free relay , but the
events. But when a meet is won meet's outcome had been
by only four points, a lot of the determined by- then , as it was
outcome is determined by the the last race.
second, third, fourth, fifth and
The only Saturday evening
sixth place finishers. With victories by the Miners were by
scoring going 7-5-4-3-2-1, even Bill Kroeger in the 200
the point gained by a sixth place backstroke and Bill Orr in the
finish is significant. The UMR 500 free. Kroeger edged out two
swimmers who were among the Springfield swimmers in his
six top finishers in the events win, as he set a MIAA record
that took place on Friday were: time of 2:06.78. Bill Orr, who set
Mark Mateer and Jim West in pool, varsity and MIAA records
the 200 butterfly; Tim Blood and in the preliminary, beat the
Don Steinnerd in the 50 second place finishers by
freestyle; Rusty Curtis in the almost three full seconds.
100 backstroke; Bill Greiser and
Even though the Miners won
Phil Henry in the 100 breast- only two of the final seven
stroke; Jim Entwistle and Kent events, they still won the meet.
Wright in the 200 freestyle; and This is a direct result of the
Steve Peppers in the one-meter depth of the team and many
diving.
places taken by various UMR
And with all of this , the swimmers. This includes: a
Miners were trailing Southwest second and third place finish by
Missouri State by four points , Mike Norberg and Mark Mateer
69-73, after Friday's events.
in the 100 butterfly (0.05 second
In the two finals held on separated third place and fifth
Saturday morning ,_ Kent place in this event); Jim
Wright, Phil Henry and Reed Entwistle and Jim West going
Curtis went two-five-six in the second-sixth in the 100 free ; Bil)
1650 freestyle, and Mike Nor- Greiser and Phil Henry going
berg and Mark Mateer went two-four in the 200 breasttwo-six in the 200 individual stroke ; Bob McCarthy and
medley. A special note on each Rusty Curtis taking fourth and
event: at the 1000 yard mark in sixth in the 200 backstroke;
the 1650, Reed Curtis had bet- Kent Wright and Jim West
tered his previous top mark by taking fourth and fifth in the 500
more than fourteen seconds, in freestyle; and Steve Peppers
the 200 I.M. Mike Norberg taking fifth in the three-meter

..

Merideth Motors
Sl Roberts, Mo.
336-341&
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diving. Proving that swimming
is such a team sport, a one place
lower finish in almost anyone of
these event scould have meant
the meet.
Although Bill Orr was the only
triple winner for the Miners,
there six other swimmers who
placed in all three of the events
that they were eligible to swim
in. These individuals were:
Mike Norberg, Mark Mateer,
Jim Entwistle, Jim West, Phil
Henry and Kent Wright. This is
an accomplishment that each
person can be proud of.
After finishing second to
Springfield for the past three
years , this victory, in front of a
home crowd, was very ecstatic
for the swimming team. They
have all been swimming about
6000 yards every day since
October
and
November.
Finishing as the best makes all
of that work worthwhile.
Coach Bob Pease should be
very proud of his accomplishments. Although he
would say that the swimmers
did all of the work, he spent
more time than any of the
swimmers in his coaching efforts. Just getting the caliber of
a team together tha t he now
has , wi thout any form of
scholarships to offer , is a
tremendous accomplishment in
itself. Coach Bob Pease is undoubtedly the best coach at
UMR this year. His entire
family is at every meet, and
they are not just spectators ,
they are working. His wife
spends three tough hours at
every meet keeping the score,
His children are used as runners , to pick up the time cards
after every event and to post the
score of the meet after every
event, The swimmers realize
Coach Pease's devotion, and
they reall y respond to him. He
has done a great job.
Several of the swimmers still
have one meet ahead of them .
They are the ones who have
qualified for the college division
championships , sponsored later
this year by the NCAA.
Economics will play a big part
in determining who will go to
this meet.
In conclusion, it was a great
year. The entire team worked
hard , an d they received what
they richly deser ved: the MIAA
Conference Cllampionship.

UM R STUDENTS

We are a sma II group of
g r a d ua t e
students
eng aged in a research
pr o je ct, limited by time
a nd budget, on Graffiti.
We wou ld appreciate
yo ur a ssistance by
sen ding direct to us any
dever Gra ffit i you have
obs erved. Address: P.
O. Box 8402, Green sbo ro, N, C. 27410
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Kappa Alpha Wins
Wrestling Title

Miner_Golfers Defeat
Arkansas State 16-9

Story To Come Next Week

Intramural Standings
1479.25
1441.00
1398.75
1306.25
1296.50
1273.00
1255.00
1218.50
1139.25
1132.50
111p.50
1095.75
1090.00
929.25
914.50

Kappa Sig
TKE
Beta Sig
Pikers
SigTau
Lambda Chi
SigEp
KA
MRHA
SigPi
SigN u
Tech
PhiKap
Acacia
Delta Sig

Theta Xi
GDI
Delta Tau
Liahona
INTN'L
E ngine
APA
Mates '
BSU
Wesley
Newman
AEPi
Triangle
Pi Kappa Phi
FCUS

885.00
835.00
729.00
603.00
584.25
580.50
566.00
554.00
482.00
427.75
404.50
369.00
353.00
99.50
35.00

Soccer Club Falls To
Camdenton Team
The soccer club lost Saturday
5-3 in a hard fought contest in
inclement weather. The start of
the game was delayed due to
rain and again delayed at the
outset of the second half. The
team which was the opponent
was a missionary traianing
school
from
Camdenton,
Missouri with an abundance of
foreign talent. The game went
in favor of the Camdenton team
as they showed great speed and
passing ability, they had many
breakaways on the goalie in the
first half. The second half , with
the field virtua lly under water
was more a comedy of errors
than
a
soccer
game.

Improvement by some of the
players was seen and it is the
belief ofthe club it will be ready
to playa better quality of soccer
in the rematch. The next game
is March 31 at Columbia against
the University of MissouriColumbia.
The team is ' still looking for
new faces and would like for all
the students to know that they
will represent UMR proudly
against soccer powers next
semester of the likes of
F lor issa nt A Valley and
Meramec Community College ,
and ask for your participation
a nd suppoort.

The UMR golf team opened
its season last Wednesday with
a victory over Arkansas State
University. The final score in
the meet held at West Plains
Country Club (a gas-saving
halfway meeting place) was
UMR 16, ASU 9.
If one happened to follow golf ,
one will realize that this doesn 't
amount to the usual amount of
points in a meet. The reason for
this is that a illfferent scoring
system was used. Each team
had six golfers, ranked one
through six. The number one
man from each team played
against each other, the number
two men, and so on. The one
with the lowest score after nine
holes gets one point, the one
with the lowest score for the
back nine holes gets one point,
and the one with the lowest
overall tota l gets one point. This
procedure was followed for all
six golfers, thus amounting to
eighteen possible points. In
adilltion to this, a team score
was kept. The 1-2 men from
each team counted their best
ball total a nd the lowest score
received one point. The same
went for the 3-4 men and the 5-6
men . The final portion of the
scoring was based on th e
overall total of the entire team.
After adding the totals of all six
players , the team with the
lowest total got four points.

Applying this scoring system
to the meet with ASU , the score
sheet would look like this:
Steve Hill (uMR) 73, defeated
Jim Pate (ASU) 74 2-1
Jim Benford (uMR) 77,
defeated Dave Reese (ASU) 82
2-1
Best Ball of 67, defeated Best
Ball of 71 1-0
Tom Schneider (UMR) 80,
lost to Phil Parker (ASU) 75 0-3
Steve Brazeal (uMR) 82, lost
to Bill Farley (1\SU) 79 Ih -2lh
Best Ball of 73, lost to Best
Ball of 71 0-1
Dan Wenk (uMR) 85,
defeated Ken Rodgers (ASU) 97
3-0
Mike White (UMR) 85 ,
defeated Joe Halon (ASU) 86
2Ih -I/2
Best Ball of 78, defeated Best
Ball of 80 1-0
UMR total score of 482
defeated ASU total score of 493
4-0 total 16-9,
Qne of the highlights of the
meet was the finishing performance of Steve Hill. Steve
was up against the wall when he
came through to birille three of
the final four holes to beat Jim
Pate. It was quite a clutch
performance .
Coach Bud Mercier can expect s uch come -from-behi nd
efforts this year as he takes a
very experienced team into the
season, Hill, BEmford, and

Brazeal are seniors; Schneider,
Wenk and White are juniors.
The team is in action again on
March 22-23, in the Sixth Annual
UMR Bestball Tournament.
Centra l
Missouri
State ,
Southeast Missouri State and
Westm inist er will join the
Miners in the two day meet .
UMR had won the tournament
the
first
three
years,
Warrensburg won it the fourth
year, and Southeast is the
defenillng champion.
Immediately after this
tournament , the golf team
leaves for the Galveston Island
Invitation Classic. This is a
weeklong meet, beginning the
following Monday (March
25th ). This event will be split
into univ ers ity and college
divisions for the first time this
year. This will give the Miners a
much better chance of competing more effectively.
Looking ahead to the rest of
the Miner 's schedule, tournaments are very dominant. In
adilltion to the UMR Best Ball
dnd the Galveston Island, the
tea m will take part in four other
.tournaments, culminating in
the conference championships
to be held at Terre du Lac.
Taking an optimistic look at
the team's chances this year in
the MIAA, Coach Mercier feels
the Miners can contend for the
confe rence crown.

St. Pat's

See Us For Your Reservations

RUSTIC MOTEL
26 NEW UNITS
ELECTRIC HEAT -

H WY . 63 SOUTH
RO LLA , MISSOURI

AIR CONDITIONING

MARV IN L. JONES

MANA GE R

Streaker
Sale

Records

35%
To
40%
Check your local
radio listings
for time
and station.
Tune in,
drink Bud®,
have fun!
ANH[ US [ R· BU SCH ,

OFF REGULAR
LIST PRICE
.COUNTRY WESTERN

.ROCK

.POP
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Tommy Noel Chosen For Second Team

Ken Stalling Chosen
Most Valuable Player
Ken Stalling has become the field goals m one game, highest
first Miner in history to win the average, most points for a
MIAA
conference
Most single year, and most points for
Valuable Player title in a two year period. He is now the
basketball. The 6'3" guard also number seven all-time scorer
totaled some other impressive for UMR, an amazing feat
records this year, among them considering he only piayed here
highest single game mark, most two years. Ken's average of 25.9

Coach Pease rallies his swimmers on with encouragement from the deck_
Photo by Stevenson
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STOP IN

More St Pat's'
Copies Available
at the
Student Union
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I Gabriele's I
I
I
I
I
I Will Be Open Thru- I
I St. Pat's Weekend I
I Including Sunday I

AT

ITALIAN SANDWICH SHOP

5 09
To Ensure
A
Happy

I
11 :00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
I
la05 Rolla St.
341-3161 I
........................................................
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St. Pat's
THIS WEEKS

SPECIAL
WHILE THEY LAST
/

509

PARKING IN THE REAR -$-$- -$- -$- -$- -$- -$-

NOTICE
Are you interested in a
canoe race? If you are,
a golden opportunity
lies ahead for you. A
canoe race is being
planned for later this
semster for both males
and fema les. The race
will take place down the
Gasconade River, with
the race being 16 miles
for males and 6 miles
for females. The race is
for 2-man canoes only.
A $2 or $3 entry fee will
be required, and the
contestants must supply
their own canoe. If you
are interested in getting
into this contest, drop a
line to Mark Bruno at
503 East 6th Street, Apt.
No.3.
Notice
All Missouri residents
who
will
be
undergraduates next year
should go by the Office
of Financial Aid (106
Parker) and pick up the
application for the
Missouri Grant. It is an
easy way to get $274 for
next year.
Almost
anyone can qualify.

cD

8 oz. COLT 45
78 e
92f -$8 oz. SCHLITZ MALT
12 oz. HAMMS Regular
97'
44~ -$BUSCH QUARTS
OLD MILWALKEE QUARTS 44~ -$-

per game presently ranks him
sixth in the nation this season.
Forward Tommy Noel was
selected for the MlAA second
team. Tommy has played all
four years for the Miners and
was a major factor in their
unpredicted success this past
season. He finishes as the
number five all-time scorer for
UMR.
Though you don't replace
players like these easily, coach
Billy Key is very optimistic
about next year. It was a team
effort all the way this last
season, and many from that
team have two and three years
ahead of them. If they show as
much spirit next year as they
did this year, and if some new
talent augments that which is
already there, it could be an
even more surprising season for
the rest of the MlAA.

HAPPY ST. PAT'S
from'

KENMARKS

DON'T SEND
'YOUR KIDS
TOSGIOOL

UNTIL
YOU READ

THIS BOOK.

and the

st.

Pat's Bunny

It's free. Send for it:
Nutrition, Pueblo. Colorado 81009.
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ST. PAT'S EVE NTSMARCH · 13

CASINO NI HT

MARCH 14

ARMORY

7· p.m.

THETA TAU

5:30 p.m.

DAVE'S BARBER SHOP

MARCH 15

CONTEST

ST. AT'S BEAR

ST.

RRIVE
1:30 p.m.

TOP HAT

A

ST·

2:30 p.m.

LIONS CLUB PARK

AT
6

FOR HONORARY KNIGHTS

p.m.

MAN OR INN

IES

T

C

MULTIPURPOSE BUILDING

o

c

8:30 p.m.

DA CE
10 p.m.

ARMORY

MARCH 16

I

G
PINE STREET

F S RIPE

9 a.m.

IVES
PINE STREET

T.

PINE STREET

9:30 a.m.

ADE
10 a.m.

K GHTI G CE
JACKLING FIELD

o

y

1 p.m.

SHA·N • A 0

MULTIPURPOSE BUILDING

C

T

7 p.m.

